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1} Executive Summary

1 have heen retained hy cOlm~el for the Plaintiffs in the matter of Oracle Tntemational

Corporation, e/ al. v. SAP AG, e/ al. (Case No. 07-CV-01658 PJH (EDL)) to design a

statistically-valid sample of Defendant TomorrowNow Inc. 's ("SAP TN") Fixes to

PeopleSoft HRMS that can be used to reliably estimate the number of Fixes delivered to

customers by SAP TN that infringed Oracle copyrights or otherwise resulted from

impermissible cross-use of Oracle's software. l

Oracle is interested in measuring the activity that SAP TN was engaged in to develop, test,

and distribute the Fixes created through either SAP TN's Retrofit Support Modet2 or its

Critical Support Mode{/ through the use of copies of Oracle software. Oracle '5 computer

forensics expert, Mr. Mandia, has designed various measures to capture SAP TN's activity.

Mr. Mandia has gathered the information for many of these measures for the entire

population of Retrofit and Critical Support Fixes to demonstrate the extent of SAP TN's

activity. However, because of the enormous amount of time and effort that would be

required to gather data for many of the other measures of interest, Oracle has collected some

information for Retrofit Fixes and Critical Support Fixes based on a scientific random sample

I Based on conversations with Oracle's computer forensics expert, Mr. Mandia, it is my

understanding that a Fix is any software application patch, fix, code change, or Update. It is my
understanding that an Update is a group of Fixes delivered together in a single deliverable, either

by Oracle or SAP TN. Fixes typically address known or reported issues with the functionality of

the software. For example if the minimum wage in California went up, there would be a Fix that

applied to the incorporation 0 r that regulatory change to the software.

2 Based on conversations with Me Mandia, it is my understanding that, in the Retrofit Support

Model, SAP TN used a published Oracle Update to generate an Update for earlier software
releases. The Retrofit Support Model required SAP TN to make many copies of Oracle software

to produce a Fix.

3 Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that the Critical Support
Model involved a similar process as the Retrofit Support Model, except that it did not typically

involve using an Oracle Update as SAP TN's source. However, both models generally involved

developing and testing a given Fix in multiple Environments and then providing the Fix to
multiple customers. Both the Retrofit Support Model and the Critical Support Model required

SAP TN to make many copies of Oracle software to produce a Fix.
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of the Retrofit population and Critical Support population of Fixes. The Retrofit Fix sample

size is 46 Fixes out of a total population of 212 Fixes_ The Critical Support $ample size is

238 Fixes out of a poputation of 973 Fixes. I use standard statistical formulas to extrapolate

results from the sample to the entire population of Fixes. Later in this report, I will discuss

the construction of the sample, the use of sampling to learn information about a wider

population, and the extrapolation of results. I will also provide details about the measures for

which Mr. Mandia gathered infonnation. Oracle is imeresled in capturing SAP TN's activity

as it related to the use ofObjects4 and Environments.5 In this executive summary, I highlight

some of the measures that address these particular topics.

One piece of information collected for the samples of Retrofit and Critical Support Fixes was

the number of customers that received a Fix as a First or Identified Deliverable.6 Using the

4 Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, I understand an Object to mean, with respect to the

PeopleSoft product family, a File-based Object, a OAT file, or a OMS file. A File-based Object

refers to PeopleSoft COBOL (Common Business-Oriented Language, a programming language
with its primary domain in business, finance, and administrative systems for companies and

governments) source code files, SQR (Structured Query Reporter, a programming language

designed for generating reports from database management systems) files, and SQC (Structured
Query Language Common Code) files. A DAT file is a data file or a file with a .dat extension.

A DMS file is a Data Mover Script file. I understand there might be additional Object types not

included in this analysis.

5 Based on conversations with Me Mandia, it is my understanding that an Environment is the

combination of an installation or copy on SAP TN systems of Oracle Enterprise Application

Software and a corresponding database. I further understand from Mr. Mandia that SAP TN
used Environments as a crucial tool in its creation afFixes in both the Retrofit and Critical

Support Models.

6 Based on conversations with Me Mandia, it is my understanding that a First Deliverable is one

or more Objects (typically, a compressed file) received by an SAP TN customer, as indicated on

Delivered Updates and Fixes. A First Deliverable is a combination of a customer and a Fix

because it is the first time a customer received a particular Fix. An Identified Deliverable is an
occurrence in which an SAP TN customer received a Fix, as indicated in the SAS database.

Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that Delivered Updates and
Fixes refers to the unique set of PeopleSoft HRMS Fixes that were delivered to SAP TN

customers based on Mr. Mandia's analysis of three sources: TN Hard Drive 78, TN Disc 09, and

TN Disc 186.
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sample of Retrofit Fixes, I find that on average, 7.13 customers received each Retrofit Fix as

a Fir$t or Identified Deliverahle_7 Using this average, I estimate that the total number of

instances in which customers received a First or Identified Deliverable in the Retrofit

population is 1,511.8 Using the sample of Critical Support Fixes, I find that on average,

26.79 customers received a Critical Support Fix as a First or Identified Deliverable? Using

this average, I estimate that that total number of instances in which customers received a First

or Identified deliverable in the Critical Support population is 26,070.1()

For each Fix in the Retrofit and Critical Support samples, Mr. Mandia also counted the

number of Objects comprising First Deliverables or Identified Deliverables, and the number

of copies of those Objects. II Such Objects are termed Associated Files. 12 Using the sample

of Retrofit Fixes, I find that on average, there are 237.02 Associated Files for a Retrofit

Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that SAP TN used the SAS

database to manage its relationships with customers, for instance by tracking information such

as the relevant software version for the client and the point of contact at the client.

7 Based on my results the 90% confidence interval ranges from 5.94 to 8.31. This means that in

repeated samples the tme value in the population has a 90% chance of falling within the

confidence intervals constmcted in this way from the sample. Confidence intervals are discussed

in the body of this report on page 10.

8 The 90% confidence interval for this measure ranges from 1,260 to 1,761.

9 Based on my results the 90% confidence interval ranges from 26.78 to 26.81.

10 The 90% confidence interval for the Critical Support population ranges from 26,059 to 26,082.

11 Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my undersrunding that the total number of

copies of Objects here includes Objects delivered to customers as well as any additional copies

of those Objects found or recorded on SAP TN's systems for that Fix. Objects included in
compressed files are counted as copies.

12 Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that Fixes were sometimes

grouped together for delivery in "bundles." If two Fixes that affected the same Obj eet were
delivered to the same customer in the same bundle, only one Object would be delivered to that

customer; however, the customer would have received two Associated Files, one for each Fix.
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Fix. lJ
.l

4 Based on this sample the total number of copies of Associated Files for Retrofit

Fixe$ is e$timated to be 50,247Y Similarly, I find that on average, there are 655.10 copies of

Objects associated with First or Identified Deliverables of a Critical Support Fix. 16 For the

Critical Support population, I estimate that there were 637,412 copies of Associated Files for

Critical Support Fixes. l
?

For each Fix in the Retrofit and Critical Support samples, Mr. Mandia also counted the

number of Environments used in the development or testing of that Fix. Using the sample of

Retrofit Fixes, I find that on average, SAP TN used 2.63 Environments in the development or

testing of a Retrofit Fix. IS Based on this sample the total number of Environments used by

SAP TN for Retrofit Fixes is estimated to be 558. 19 Similarly, I find that on average, SAP

TN used 6.35 Environments to develop or test Critical Support Fixes.20 For the Critical

Support population, I estimate that 6,177 Environments were used by SAP TN in the

development and testing of Critical Support Fixes.21

U Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that an Associated File is a

COBOL, SQR, SQC, DAT, or DMS file that is associated with the development, testing or

delivery of a Fix.

14 Based on my results the 90% confidence interval ranges from 233.12 to 240.91.

15 The 90% confidence interval ranges from 49,422 to 51,072 for the population of Retrofit

Fixes.

16 The 90% confidence interval ranges from 655.06 to 655.14.

17 The 90% confidence interval for the total for Critical SuppOli Fixes ranges from 637,376 to

637,449.

18 Based on my results the 90% confidence interval ranges from 2.34 to 2.92.

1<) The 90% confidence interval ranges from 496 to 620 in the population of Retrofi t Fixes.

20 The 90% confidence interval ranges from 5.98 to 6.72.

21 The 90% confidence interval ranges from 5,817 to 6,537.
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Mr. Mandia also gathered information to understand Contamination22 of Objects and

Environment$. One mea$ure to capture thi$ information, which was counted for the entire

population of Fixes for Retrofit and for Critical Support, is the percentage of instances in

which customers received a First Deliverable that was contaminated based on Mr. Mandia's

analysis of Objects. For Retrofit Fixes, 89.75% of the time that customers received a First

Deliverable, that deliverable was contaminated based on Mr. Mandia's analysis of Objects

found in Delivered Updates and Fixes. This same measure for Critical Support Fixes shows

that 93.72% of the time, customers received a First Deliverable that was contaminated based

on Mr. Mandia's analysis of Objects found in Delivered Updates and Fixes.

A second measure of Contamination is provided by the percentage of instances in which

customers received a First or Identified Deliverable where that First or Identified Deliverable

was contaminated based on either Object analysis or on analysis of SAP TN's development

and testing documentation. Based on my analysis of the Retrofit sample, 83.92% of the

instances in which customers received First or Identified Deliverables were contaminated,

based on Mr. Mandia's Object and documentation analysis?3 This same measure for Critical

Support shows that 99.12% of the instances in which customers received First or Identified

Deliverables were contaminated, based on Mr. Mandia's Object and documentation

1 . 24ana ySlS.

Another measure of Contamination is provided by the percentage of instances in which

customers received a First or Identified Deliverable where that First or Identified Deliverable

was contaminated based on Object and documentation analysis or based on the fact that the

22 Based on conversations with Mr. Mandia, it is my understanding that a Fix is Contaminated if

Cross-Use of any software occurred at any point in the development, testing, or production of
any Object for that Fix. Cross-Use means a use of an Environment licensed to one customer to

provide support to another customer.

23 The 90% confidence interval ranges from 72.98% to 94.87% in the population of Retrofit

Fixes.

24 The 90% confidence interval ranges from 98.65% to 99.52% in the population of Critical

Support Fix.es.
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customer's Environment was used to support other customers. My analysis of the Retrofit

sample shows that 87_19% of the instances in which customers received First or Identified

Deliverables were contaminated, based on Mr. Mandia's Object and documentation analysis

and his analysis of the customer's Environment. 25 This same measure for Critical Support

shows that 99.19% of the instances in which customers received First or Identified

Deliverables were contaminated, based on Mr. Mandia's Object and documentation analysis

and his analysis of the customer's Environment.?{;

A fourth measure of Contamination is captured by the percentage of hashes for the set of

COBOL, SQR, SQC or DAT Associated Files in any First Deliverable that were

contaminated based on Object analysis. The components of this measure were counted for

the full population of Retrofit and Critical Support Fixes. My analysis of the Retrofit

population shows that &7.66% of hashes for the set of COBOL, SQR, SQC or DAT

Associated Files in any First Deliverable were contaminated based on Object analysis. This

same measure for Critical Support shows 67.96% of hashes for the set of COBOL, SQR,

SQC or DAT Associated Files in any First Deliverable were contaminated based on Object

analysis.

A final measure of Contamination is captured by the percentage of hashes for the set of DAT

Associated Files in any First Deliverable that were contaminated based on Object analysis.

The components of this measure were counted for the full population of Retrofit and Critical

Support Fixes. My analysis of the Retrofit population shows that 89.29% of hashes for the

set of DAT Associated Files in any First Deliverable were contaminated based on Object

analysis. This same measure for Critical Support shows 82.59% of hashes for the set of DAT

Associated Files in any First Deliverable were contaminated based on Object analysis

25 The 90% confidence interval ranges from 76.09% to 98.30% in the population of Retrofit

Fixes.

26The 90% confidence interval in the Critical Support Fix population ranges from 98.73% to

99.57%.
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2} Introduction and Assignment

1 have heen retained hy cOlm~el for the Plaintiffs in the matter of Oracle USA, Inc., et 01. v.

SAP AG, et al. (Case No. 07-CY-0 l658 PJH(EDL» to design a statistically valid sample of

SAP TN's PeopleSoft HRMS payroll tax and regulatory Updates that can be used to

scientifically estimate the number of Fixes delivered to customers by SAP TN that infringe

Oracle copyrights or otherwise resulted from impermissible cross-use of Oracle's software. I

understand that Plaintiffs will use the sample to estimate the percentage of instances in which

the Fixes delivered to SAP TN's customers were contaminated, in the sense that they were

handled or produced in a way that resulted from copyright infringement or breached other

law~. My role in thi~ engagement is to generate a random sample of Fixes to he reviewed

and to calculate population and sample statistics for a number of measures, including

measures of Contamination, based on information and data gathered by Plaintiffs' computer

forensics expert, Mr. Mandia.

This report is organized as follows: In Section 3, I discuss my qualifications. In Section 4, I

list the information considered in this case. In Section 5, I provide a brief background of the

matter. In Section 6, I briefly describe the questions of interest. In Section 7, I discuss why

sampling is statistically valid in this case. I further describe the sampling protocol used for

this analysis. In Section 8, I discuss the extrapolation methods used for my analysis. In

Section 9, I present my reslllts. In Section 10, I conclude my report.

I reselVe the right to update, supplement, and amend this report as additional information

becomes available.

3} Qualifications

I am the National Managing Director and a founder of Advanced Analytical Consulting

Group, Inc. ("AACG"). I have a Ph.D. in Economics from The University of Chicago. I

have testified in a range of matters over a number of years. My curriculum vitae is attached

in Appendix 3.

My billing rate for this case is $627 per hour. The rates of my staff assigned to this project

range from $250 to $507. Compensation for AACG is not contingent on the outcome of the

proceedings.
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4} Information Considered

My opinions are based upon the review of the documents produced, data provided to me in

this matter, academic references, and my education and experience in research and

consulting. See Appendix 4.

5} Background

Oracle is a leading global database and applications software development company. Oracle

provides its licensed customers with robust customer support services that consist of

telephone and email customer service access, Fixes and Updates,27 and articles that can help

customers address software issues. Oracle specifically provided tax and regulatory Updates

for PeopleSoft HRMS to its customers on a regular basis, so that customers using PeopleSoft

HRMS software could remain in compliance with all relevant laws and regulations. One of

the ways in which licensed customers could access these support materials during the

relevant time frame was by logging in to Oracle's password-protected support website,

Customer Connection.

In December 2004, SAP TN was a small company in Bryan, Texas (formed by ex-PeopleSoft

employees) that offered low-cost maintenance for PeopleSoft and JD Edwards software to its

customers. SAP TN continued to offer this support after being purchased by SAP in January

2005. SAP TN regularly distributed Fixes, including regular deliveries of tax and regulatory

Updates. SAP TN created its Fixes, including its tax and regulatory Updates, using copies of

Oracle software. 2ll

6} Questions of Interest

Oracle is interested in measuring the activity that SAP TN was engaged in to develop, test,

and distribute these Fixes. There are a number of ways to measure SAP TN's activity. The

27 From my conversations with Mr. Mandia, I understand that an Update is a group of Fixes

delivered together in a single deliverable, either by Oracle or SAP TN.

2K r have been instructed by Oracle's counsel to assume that, internally, SAP TN distinguished

between its Retrofit Support process and its Critical Support process. I have also been asked to
assume that both processes involved the generation and delivery to customers of tax and
regulatory Updates relevant to various releases and versions of PeopleSoft HRMS payroll

software.
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infonnation for many of these measures can be gathered for the entire population of Retrofit

and Critical Support Fixes to demonstrate the extent of SAP TN's activity. For example, the

number of COBOL, SQR, and SQC files used in the delivery of Fixes can be calculated for

all Fixes by a computer forensics expert. However, because of the lack of clear

documentation, the lack of systematic record-keeping by SAP TN, the technical difficulty in

gathering the infonnation required for many of these measures, and therefore the enormous

increase in the amount of time and effon that would be required 10 gather data for many of

the other measures of interest, Mr. Mandia has collected infonnation for some aspects of

Retrofit Fixes and Critical Support Fixes based on a scientific, random sample of the Retrofit

and Critical Support population of Fixes_29 These data are used to estimate the value of

measures of interest in the population of Retrofit Fixes and the population of Critical Support

Fixes.

The statistical techniques and calculations that I use in this report to generate results have

been chosen because they are well-tested, generally known and accepted, and well

documented in standard statistical textbooks. I have selected specific statistical methods for

each type of measure investigated by Mr. Mandia to provide accurate estimates of measures

that are of interest in detecting Contamination. The selection of statistical methods is not

driven by any legal facts or conclusions. These are standard, well-known formulas that are

used in sampling situations.

7} Sampling

a. General Description

Sampling is used in many different scientific disciplines - biology, chemistry, economics and

sociology to name a few - to make statements about a measure of interest for a population,

when it may be too expensive, difficult, or time-consuming to collect infonnation about that

measure of interest for the entire population. Sampling offers some advantages, such as the

ability to gather information at a lower cost and with greater speed. In many instances,

29 In conversations with me, Mr. Mandia thought that it would require thousands of hours of time

by highly-trained computer forensic staff to capture data for some groups of measures across the

entire population of Fixes.
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including those in which highly technical or trained professionals may be required to

evaluate characteri$tics of the observations, sampling also permits information to be obtained

about a population when review of the entire population is not feasible. While the estimates

produced by sampling are measured with some variation, the extent of that variation can be

measured scientifically to report the statistical precision of the estimate. Furthermore, one of

the powerful advantages of scientific random samples is that as the size of the sample is

increased, the accuracy of estimates based on Ihose samples also tends to increase. So,

scientific random samples can be designed to measure a characteristic of interest wi th the

level of precision required for the specific purpose at hand. For example, if we wanted to

know how many households in a town of 2000 households had a dog, we would need to

sample about 40 households to estimate that figure within a range of plus or minus 15

percentage points. 30 But if we wanted to know that same figure plus or minus 2.5 percentage

points, we would need to sample approximately 800 households. The level of effort put into

the sampling depends on how precisely the characteristic of interest needs to be measured for

the purposes at hand.

The required level of precision is an input given to the statistician. Given the required level

of precision for the question at hand, the statistician can develop a sampling process and

sample size that is likely to provide the precision required. Typically, a sample and

associated statistica I tests allow the statistician to make a statement of th e fall owing form:

The sample of data show that we are 95% sure that the population average lies within a

certain range, which statisticians define as the 95% confidence interval.Jl The number of

observations sampled and the underlying variability of the data will determine the degree of

precision that can be achieved.

30 This example is based on a confidence interval somewhere between 90% and 95%.

31 More precisely, Cochran defines a confidence interval as follows: "The '99% confidence'

figure implies that if the same sampling plan were used many times in a population, a confidence

statement being made from each sample, about 99% of these statements would be correct and 1%

wrong." William G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques, Third Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons,

1977), 12.
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Often prior to taking a sample, an analysis will be perfonned to estimate the number of

sample observations likely to be needed to achieve the desired precision of the e$timate$. I

list three elements to this process and discuss them further below. First, the desired

confidence level at which results are to be reported needs to be established. The higher the

desired confidence level, the larger the required sample size will be. Second, the desired

precision with which the results are to be reported is chosen. Finally, some rough estimate of

the standard deviation of the measure of interest in the population is often used to detennine

how varied the population being sampled might be. This is done based on either some prior

infonnation about the characteristics of the population or on a initial review of the data or

even a small sample of the data, often called a probe sample.

Once the sample size has been determined, a scientific random sample is drawn from the

population. If the sample is chosen so that every member of the population has a known

(non-zero) probability of being selected in the sample, it is possible to draw conclusions

about the broader population based on the sample. A classic sampling method begins with

the enumeration of the entire population. The sampled items can then be drawn

appropriately from this population using a random number generator, which selects a number

from across the range of the enumerated population one after another until the desired sample

size is collected. This type of classic random sampling is known as sampling with

replacement, as an item selected in any round is repl:lced into the population so that all items

in the population have an equal probability of being selected into the sample in each draw.

For purposes of illustration, suppose that a researcher is interested in determining the total

number of computers in office buildings in two city blocks, but it is very time-consuming for

the researcher to walk around each floor of each building to count the number of computers

on the desks. Further suppose that she has some rough knowledge from a public source that

on average there are about 40 computers on each floor of a high-rise office building, but

some have more and some have fewer. She estimates that on average the actual number on

each floor wi II vary from the 40 by about 18. She knows that there are a total of 600 floors in

all of the buildings in these two city blocks. She assigns each floor in each building a

number so that the floors are numbered from I to 600.
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In order to design the sample size, she decides to use a 90% confidence level and a 20%

precision range; that is, she wants to be able to say that if she sampled from thi$ population

repeatedly, 90% of the time the true number of computers would be within plus or minus

10% of her result. Based on the infOlmation she has about the average number of computers

per floor and how this average might vary across floors, and her goals of a 90% confidence

level and 20% precision range, she uses standard statistical formulas to determine that she is

likely to need to sample 50 floors. The final estimate of how many computers actually exist

on those floors will be calculated once the sample is taken, but for now the researcher is just

trying to determine approximately how many floors need to be sampled to get a precise

enough estimate of the average number of computers per flOOL

To determine which 50 floors to sample from the population total of 600, she would need to

randomly pick 50 numbers from 1 to 600, then go to those floors and count the total number

of computers on each floor. Table 1 is an example of the data she would have once she has

counted the number of computers on each of the 50 randomly selected floors:

TABLE 1: EXAMPLE

Numberof

Floor It Computers

461 30
325 50
314 27
100 49

189 45

351 24

342 56
441 20
200 45

150 57

Numberof

Floor II Computers

34 13

VB 2S

102 47

76 53

4S B

574 31

9 42
540 34
144 45

186 44

Number of

Floor II Computers

90 10
223 4S

250 62
374 B

369 29

272 42

260 90
532 23

198 15

194 n

/IIumberof

Floor II Compute~s

159 39
315 57
n 44

22 32
46 15

136 7

205 49
512 32
SOB 22

56 11

"!urnber of

Floor II Computers

2&5 11

32 55

397 27
76 53

205 49

599 13

401 56
141 43
511 77

397 27

Using these data, she can calculate the average number of computers per floor in her sample,

which turns out to be 38.5; a bit lower than the 40 she used to determine the sample size, but

that difference is of no concern. Her result of 38.5 is the estimate obtained from the sample

and is the best estimate of the average number of computers per floor based on the sample.

Further, she can extrapolate to her population of 600 floors and estimate that there are 23, 100

computers in the buildings in these two blocks
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If her random number generator would have produced a different set of 50 floors, her sample

average and the extrapolated total could have been different The likely difference would

depend on the sample size she has chosen and the variation in the number of computers on

each floor. Using the data she has, she can estimate that likely variation, with a calculation

known as the standard error, which measures the average variation in her sample. If the

standard error in the sample is large, her estimate of the number of computers on each floor

will be less precise than if the standard error in her sample were smaller."- Once that

standard error of the sample is determined, it can be used to calculate and report an upper and

lower bound for the estimated average number of computers on each floor and the total

number of computers on all 600 floors of the office buildings in the population. At the 90%

confidence level, the upper bound for this total is 25,711 and the lower bound is 20,489.

This is equivalent to saying that if she were to take repeated scientific random samples of 50

floors, there is a 90% chance that the true value of the total number of computers on those

600 floors is between the confidence bounds calculated for each of those samples, in this

sample 20,489 and 25,71 1. If the researcher required an estimate of the number of computers

in the buildings plus or minus 1000 or even 200, she could achieve that by increasing the

sample size.

b. Protocol

The issues in this matter provide a compelling reason to use sampling because the kind of

information necessary for determining the extent of infringement by SAP TN is extremely

difficult to gather for some measures of interest, in terms of both time and cost of collecting

the data.33 The required degree of precision for estimating these measures can be achieved

through a sample. The unit of measure is a Fix, as defined by Oracle's computer forensics

expert, Mr. Mandia. Internally, SAP TN distinguished between its Retrofit Support process

32 The statistician has no influence over the standard error found in a sample of a given size. The

standard error of the sample is simply a characteristic of the sample she has drawn that reflects

the variability in the sample of a given size.

33 In conversations with me, Mr. Mandia thought that it would require thousands of hours of time

by highly trained computer forensic staff to capture data for some groups of measures across the

entire population of Fixes.
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and its Critical Support process. Therefore, these two types of Fixes are treated as two

distinct populations_ Me Mandia generated a complete listing of Retrofit Fixe$ and a

complete listing of Critical Support Fixes.

There are many measures for which I have been asked to count or estimate the value for the

broader population of Fixes. The measures of interest and their measure number are listed in

Table 2, below, which I received from Mr. Mandia as ORCLX-MAN-000205. In addition to

detailing the description of the measure, Table 2 indicates whether a measure is counted for

the total population or sampled. It also lists the source from which the data were collected.34

The infonnation for some of the measures was stored by SAP TN in such a way that it could

be readi ly captured electronically for the entire population of Fixes in both the Retrofi t and

the Critical Support populations. These are the measures that are indicated as having a full

"Population Count." The information for the remaining measures required more resources

per collected observation because it was not easily captured electronically, required time

consuming investigation per individual Fix, or was extremely costly to gather. These

measures are described as having been "Sampled." Some of the measures listed below were

calculated by Mr. Mandia as the sum of other measures in the table or as the union of two or

34 The infonnation in Table 2 was provided by Mr. Mandia. Based on conversations with Mr.
Mandia, it is my understanding that:

• The Data Warehouse referenced in Table 2 consists of approximately fifty computer

systems inside the SAP TN infrastructure; these systems contain file servers, libraries of
software and support materials downloaded by SAP TN, and records of when files were

created, last edited, or last accessed.

• BakTrak was used by SAP TN to track the creation and restoration of Environment
backups.

• Consultant Docs and Templates is a directory on server TN-FSO 1.

• Environment Backups refers to compressed files containing copies of all or part of a

PeopleSoft application.

• Analysis refers to Mr. Mandia's analysis of the Fix, Objects, documentation, or

Environments, as referenced in the measure definition.
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more measures in the table. In addition, I calculate some measures as the ratio of two

measures that I received in the data. I will di~cuss all of these in further detail below.

The sample for each population was selected using sampling with replacement as follows:

1. There were 223 Fixes in the Retrofit population and 1,386 Fixes in the Critical

Support population. Within each population, each Fix was assigned an item number

selJ.uent ially.

2. Using a random number generator, I selected numbers ranging from I to 223 for

Retrofit and from I to I,386 for Critical Support, and I generated the random sample

for each population. As mentioned above, this method is known as sampling with

replacement so that each item in the population has an equal probability of being

selected in each draw of the random number. Sampling with replacement allows for

use of classic statistical formulas to estimate precision of the findings from the

sample. This well-known technique is discussed extensively in statistical texts.35

3. The sampling numbers were then given to Mr. Mandia to collect the relevant data for

each Fix in the sample. 36

4. The sample size was detennined based on examination of the data available for two

measures of interest for which Mr. Mandia was able to collect data for the entire

population of Fixes. Mr. Mandia provided this data to me as ORCLX-MAN-000060,

the Excel workbook containing the results of his findings for the two measures of

interest across the entire population of Fixes in the Retrofit and Critical Support

35 William G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques, Third Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1977)
18,29-30.

36 The list of Fixes for each of the populations included Fixes with a status of "Cancelled,"

"Research Only," or "0," However, these three types of status were determined to be
uninformative for the purposes of the measures of interest. Therefore, if the random number

generator selected one of these Fixes, it was replaced (in the sampling order) with another Fix.

Accordingly, the population to which the sample results are extrapolated does not include Fixes
with a status of "Cancelled," "Research Only," or "0." The distribution of the status afFixes for

each population and sample is shown in Appendix 2. See Figure 1.
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populations. Additionally, there was discussion of the characteristics of one of the

mea~;ures for which it wa$ extremely costly to gather data; thi$ measure was the

numher l?fl::;nvironmen Is used in the development or testing ofthe Fix, as identified in

the development, test or other documentation. I was asked by counsel to calculate

samples sizes based on a 90% confidence level and 50% precision range for this

measure, which yielded a sample size of 46 for Retrofit and 238 for Critical Support

Fixes.~7

5. For the samples, Mr. Mandia and his colleagues reviewed information related to the

Fixes in the order that I provided to them from the random number generator. The

results of his finding for each individual Fix in the two samples were entered into an

Excel workbook for each of the 44 measures Mr. Mandia reviewed for the HRMS Fix

analysis. For some measures, Mr. Mandia reviewed the entire population afFixes in

the Retrofit and Critical Support populations. Mr. Mandia provided me with

ORCLX-MAN-000061, the Excel workbook containing the results of his findings for

the samples and the populations of Fixes. I use the reported information in that Excel

workbook to generate my results and conclusions.

6. I provided my results to Mr. Mandia as ORCLX-AACG-OOOOO 1, a set of tables for

the population of Critical Support Fixes, and ORCLX-AACG-000002, a set of tables

for the population of Retrofit Fixes.

37 Table 2 lists all the measures of interest. Measure 116, the number of Environments used in
the development or testing of the Fix, as identified in development, test, and other

documentation, was the basis for determining the sample size. The assumed averages and

standard deviations used to calculate the sample size were based on simulated data for measure
116, where it was assumed that measure 116 should be zero whenever measure 104 is zero and

that the distribution of the non-zero values measure I 16 would be similar to that of measure 115.
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TABLE 2: LIST OF M.EASURES

Popul.Uon Count

or sampled

Population Count

$ampled

t $Q

SAS

SAS. Ooll""",d Up<la, ... and Fixes

103

104

10S

106

107

108
109

110

111

112

1H

114

115

116

117

)18

119
120

121

122

123

124

12S

126

127

128

129

customers
The ..epor1:ed "talu:s of the fix, bc<:orcUflg to lh~ Sr6(u~ fLeld In SAS

Th~ uniqu~ nash~ lor ,h~ «!, 01 COBOL SQR or SOC AssociatM FII~s In any R'"

C.llv~rabl~

The untque hashes for tke set of OAT or DMS. Associated riles In any rir:sl Deliverable

(142+1431

The unique hashes lor the set 01 COBOL. $OR. SOC, OAT or OMS Associated Files in any Flrst
C.llverable

(104+1051

lne unique hashes for the set 01 COBOL, SOR, SOc. DAl or OMS Associated Files in any Firs'

Dellverable t.hat wen! not in any Subs,e.quenr Deliverabre

Tne COBOL 5QR, SOC. OAT or OMS As=la,ed Flies In each customel. First Deliverable

The C080L SQR, SOC. OAT 0,. DMS As50ciated fltes in duplicate copies. of each (LJ~tomer's

First Deliverable found on Delivered Updates and Fixes

Duplic.iile copi"" of t.he COBOL SQlt SOc, OAT or OMS Assoeia'ed Fil"" in a Fi",' Deliverable
that are never Assocla.ed Files for a Subsequent Delivery found in the Data Warehouse

(otherthan in environment ba"kups)

The COBOL. SQ~, sac, OAT or OMS Associate<! Flies in duplicate copies of e"ch customer's

first Deliverable. found in lhe Data Warehouse (other toan in environment bac.~upsl

Duplicate copies of the COBOL SQR, SOc, OAT or OMS Associated Flies In " First Deliverable
that ar@ never As~odated riles for B Subsequ@nt: O@:!ive:ry, found in @nvlronm~nt b.aekupi

Dupllccue copies of the COBOL, SQR .and SOC Associated fires recorded by a BakTrak entry

where the associated bac\;up is not present In the Data Warehouse

The COBOL SQR. saC. OAT or OMS Ass<>< late<! Flies altac ~ed to the SAS record

Environm~nls u~ed In d~,",lopm~nt or tosting of the fl., as idenliflod in DAT "'.ocialed files
In a First Deliverable

Environments us.~ in development or testing of the fix.. as identir.~ in development, tgt

and otheor documentalion
Envlronments used in development or testing of the fix

(Union 115.115)
Tk", custome.rs. ni!c",lvlng ;} 1=1~t O",IIV'l~hr",

Additiot\al custorner!t r&eiving an ldeJ1tifled Delivetable
All custom@rs rec@ivlng a first or Identified Deliverabl@

(118->119)

All ~~rst DeHverabtes. cOrltai(\~ng documentation referenc.ilig the H)l ID

The cuslome.. Inat received a First Deliverable contaminated t.hrough receipt of a OAT nle
not specifically lor t~at cuSlomer

The customers that received a flrst or IdenliHed Deliverable contamrna[ed bv use of a

generic et"lv~ronme"l of some other cuslOmer"s environment, or 01 an envlronmeM built hom
another customer's software

The customers that received a First or Identified DeJiverable canlamlnated by development

u.lng the ,our<'O group model

The cus(omers lhat received 3 I="ltst Deliverable cot\t.3ml"aled b~3u~e al"iother cuSlomer
rec.@~ved at least one object witn an idenuG31 hash value

The cUSlomers that received a First or Identilled Deliverable other than from an envlronrt>ent

built .olely from thai w;lome,s software and u.ed solely lor lhat tustomer (with re~pect to

the analyzed Ilx)

The customers that receive:d a contaminated first Oelive:rabte based on analysis of delive:re.Q

objocts

(Uniol" 122. '.25.)

The customers that received a cOntaminated First or IdentWed Deliv.rable based On analysis

of obj~u and o( developm~ntand [€Sting documentatton

(Union 122,123,124,125)

The customers th<3t received a contaminated fi)( based on object and documentation

analysis. when UM'·U"", 01 a cU51om~r·specllic ~nvlronme~t render< aCllvitle< on behalf of
tne c.u~tClmer infringIng

(Union 122, 123, 124, 12S, 126)
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Popul~tlor")CoVill

Po PuIMJ on Coun'

Population Count

Population Count

PoputatJon Count

Po Pulatl on Count

Pop LJ tat IOli Count

Po pulad on Count

Po Pulall M Count

Population Count

Poput<3tIOt'\ Count

$ampled

Po puI. ,i on Count

Sampled

Sampled

Po.oula.tlol"\ Count

Sampled

Sampled

Poputatlon Count

Population Count

Sampled

Sampled

Population Count

s.>mpled

PopufalJon c.ounl

Sampled

Sampled

>AS

Dellvened Upda,es and FIx~

~Iivl?red Upddte..s and fixes

Delivered UpdaU!S and Fixes

Delivered Updates and Fixes

De livened Upda,es and Flx~

Detivered Update~ and nll:@s

Dats WBre:house

D~Hd Warehouse

Environment 8"ckups

BakTrak

SA5
Delivered Upda12' and Fbe,

SAS. Consulta nt Decs and

Templates

SAS, De!ivered Updates and fix.es.

Consultant Doc< and Templates

De UVl?r-e.d IJpd.•Joles. .a.nd l=i1o!@S

SAS

D~liv~re:d Updates and Fix@s, SAS

Detivered Update~ and ri.)/@s

AMlyslS

Analysis

Analysis

AnalySl'

Analysis

AnalysIs

Ana'vsi~



TABLE 2: LIST OF MEASURES (Continued)

131

132

133

134

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

Description or R.portabl. Information for Euh Fl.
Percentage of ,.ustome:r~ thar received a rim Deliverable wher~ that r=irsl Deliverable was

contam;n.t~dbased on 8Oalysl. 01 objects found in Delivered Updates and FI.es

(127/118)
f'e~~l'lltlgeof ("u~tomer:s,hal r~ejved d rlrjl or lder")tified OeH~rol)blewher~ tf,bt rhoSt or

ldentined Deliverable WilS contaminated based on obje-c.( and documentatIon ,]nalysls:

(l2e/t20j

Percentage of (ustomer~ t.kal received a first or Ident.lfied Deliverable where lhat first Of

Identified Dellver.;ble was contaminated based on Ob]e<l 01 dOGOmeota~o~ analvsl. or based

on use of the cus.,omer's environment to support other customers

(129/120)
Total copies of objects comprising rirst De:livwables (including copies. IOCdt~d In ccmpressed

mes) (Delivered Updates and Fi'es. Oat. WareflOuse, £nvlronment Bac~up, BaHrak)
(l0ll.1(J9.110.11 1>11 1.11~)

Total copies of obje<ts compriSing First or Iden~fJ~9 D~j1\1erables Iincluding copies lOCAted in

compressed Rles)

(133+114)
The unique hashes for the set of COOOL. SQR. ~QC, OAT or OM:3 ~$O(;lated F-lle$ In any fir":ll

Deliverable (o"tamlnated be<:ause they were deUvered 10 mOle lhao one ctJslorne(

(Delivered Updates and fixes-An.lY"is)

The unique "ash~ for the set of OAT Associated Files in .ny First Deliverable cootaminated

because they were created using a generic erwlronmenl Or created wttn one: CUSloml?r·~

erwi ronment but dellverod to another customer
The ,ootaml~ated, unique hashes for ,h. se' 01 COeOl, SOIl. $Oc. OAT or OMS Associated

fHes io 3f'ly First Deliverabte

(lInIMBS,136)

Per<:entage 01 hashes for the set 01 COBOL, SQR. SOc, DAT 0' DMS Associated Fil~ In any

first Deliverable that are contamInated based on object analysis

(1~7/104'14~)

The unique hash~ I<>r the set 01 COBOL, SQR or SQC AsSOCIated Flies In an Id.~lIr.ed

DeIiverable

The unique hashes lor the set 01 OAT or OMS Associated Files In an Identified Deliverable

The unique hashes lor the set 01 COBOL, SQR, SQC, OAT or OMS Associated Flies i~ an

Ideotified Deliverable
(139.1401

Total numberoi hashes lor OAT Associated files that we", modlAed fo' or Induded in FIrst

Dellve",bl~

Totel nu",oefof hashes for OMS Associated File. that "'IYe modlf;ed for Of Included In first

Dellver3bles

Per<:entaile 01 hashes for the set 01 OAT Associated File< In any Fi~ Deliverable
contamInated because they were created u~ing a generic environment or created \~th one

customer's er'fvironme:l\t bot delivered to another customer

(136/142)

Population Count
or Samplfll

Population Count

""",pled

Sampled

Poputalion Count

sampled

Populatlon Count

Population Count

Po pu ta lion Count

Population Count

Sampled

sampled

sampled

Population Count

Population. Count

Pop LJ 111.1 I"n Ctu Int

D.t~ $ourc-.

AnalY"ls

Analvsls

Analysis

~lIveredUpdates and FIxe<, Data

Warehouse, Envlrooment Backup,

BakTrak. SAS
eerivered Update:- and fixes·

AnalY"ls

Delivered Updates and Flxes

Analysis

Cetlvered Updates and ri:)/e.s-·

An.IY"i.

Delivered Updat~ and FI,es 

Analysis

!.AS
SAS

Delivered Updates and Fixes

Delivered UpdatE><; and Fi"e<

8) Measurement of Results

a. Population Count Measures

Table 3 below lists the measures that were counted for the entire population afFixes, in each

of the Retrofit and Critical Support populations.38 For these measures, I calculate population

statistics that are presented in the next section.

38 Measure 103 is the status of the Fix. I do not calculate any statistical results for this measure

and therefore it is not listed in Table 3. However, the distribution of the status of Fixes for each

population and sample is shown in Append;x 2. See Figure 1.
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TABLE 3: LIST OF M.EASURES COUNTED FOR ENTIRE POPULATION

Me:a.sure

101 Total number of fixes for distinct versions. according to the Application Release field In $AS (SAS)

Total number 0/ hashes for COBOL, SQR. or SQC Associated files that were modified for or Included in First

104 Dellverables (Delivered Updates and Fixes)

Total number of hashes for OAT or OMS Associated l'iles that were modifred lor or included In First Deliverables

(Uelivered Updates and Hxes)

lOS (142.143)

Total number of hashes lor COBOL. SQR, SQC. OAT, or OMS Associated Files that were modified (or or included in First

Deliverables (Delivered Updates and Fixes)

106 (104.105)
Total number of hashes for COeOL SQR. $OC. OAT or OMS Associated .iles in any First Deiiverable that vx.re not in

107 any Subsequent Deliverable (Delivered Updates and Fbes)

Total number 01 COBOL, SOR. sac, OAT or OMS Asso<:iated Flies found in First Deliverables for Customers (Delivered

108 Updates and Fixes)

Total number of COBOL $OR. SQC. DAT or OMS Associated Flies in duplicate copies of each customer's First

109 Deliverable found on Delivered Updates and fixes (Delivered Updates and fixes)

Total number of duplicate copies of the COBOL, SaR, SQC, OAT or OMS Associated Files, enumerated in measure 107,
110 lound in the Data Warehouse (other than in environment backups) (Data Warehouse)

Total number of COeOL $OR. SQC. DAT Or DMS Associated Files in duplicate copies of each customer's First

111 Deliverable, found in the Data Warehouse (other than in environment backups) (Data Warehouse)

Total number 01 duplicate copies of the COBOL. SQR. SOc. OAT or OMS Associated Files. enumerated in measure 107.

112 lound in environment backups (£nvironment Backups)

Total number of duplicate copies of the COBOL, SQR and $OC Associated Files recorded by a Baktrak entry where the

113 assadated backup Is nat present In the Data Warehause (BakTl1lk)

Total number 01 environments used in development Or testing of fi.es. as Identified in OAT Associated Files in a First

115 Dellverabl~ (D~lIv~red Upd"t~s and Fixes)

118 Total number of i"'tan~es in w"i<h ~ustomers .--...:eived a First Deliverable (Delivered Updates and Fixes)

121 Total number 01 First Dellverables oontalnlng documentation referencing Ilx IDs (Delivered Updates and Fixes)

Total number of Instances in which customers received a First Deliverable contaminated through receipt of a OAT file

122 not specIflcall y lor those customers (Ana lysisJ
Total number of Instances in which customers received a First Deliverable contaminated because another customer

12S ' ..,elvo;d al I..ast one obj ..cl with an id..nUcal hash value (Analysis)

Total number of Instances In which customers received a contaminated FIrst Deliverable based on analysis of delivered

objects (AnaIysls)

127 (Union 122,125)

Percentage of Instances in which cus«>mers received a First Deliverable where that First Deliverable was contaminated

based on analysiS of objects found In Delivered updates ..nd FIXes' (An.. lysls)

130 (127/118)

Total number of copies of objects comprising First Dellverables (including caples located In compressed flies)

(Delivered Updates and Fixes. Data Warehouse, Environment Backup, BakTrak)

133 (1D8~109+110+111+112+113)

Total number of unique hashes for the set of COBOL, SQR, SQC. or OAT Assodated Files In any First Deliverable

135 contaminated because they were delivered to more than one customer (Delivered Updates and Fixes--Analysis)

Total number of unique hashes lor the set of OAT Associated Files in any First Deliverable contaminated because they

were created using a generIc environment or created with one customer's environment but delivered to another

136 customer (Delivered Updates and Fixes--Analysis)

Total number 01 contaminated, unique hashes lor the s~t of COBOL, $OR, SQC or OAT Associated Flies In any First

Deliverable (Delivered Updates and Fi.es-Analysls)

137 (Union 135.136J

Percentage of hashe-s for the set of COBOL, SQR, SQC or OAT Associated Flies in any First Deliverable that are

contaminated based on object analysis' (Delivered Updates and Flxes··Analysls)

138 (137/(104+142})

Total number of hashes for OAT Associated Files that were modified for Or Included in First Dellverables (Delivered
142 Update. and Fixes)

Total number of hashes for OMS Associated Files that were modified for or Included in First Deliverables (Delivered

143 Update. and Fixes)
Percentage of hashes (or the set of OAT Associated Files in any First Deliverable contaminated because they were

cr~ated using a generit ~nvifOnmentOr a~3ted with One customer's ~nvifOnment but d<1liv..red to another custom~r'

(Delivered Updates and Fixes--Analysis)

144 (136/142)

• T1l~ trSUI'(/()( Uilj m~u~ r! (J we'phu.d DV~rrK)~ of~ aJmpotl~iIl me(Jillrt:S. M~!jJ~ BO=~lJ1t'Jl7/Me(HlJ~1.18. M~ojure 1J8.=~ul1'! 137In~(HlJ/(

:l0d"~oju~141)_ /~oru~ 144=~slJU J36/Mea5/)(~ 1.41.
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b. Extrapolation Methodology for Sample Measures

In this section, I describe the techniques used to estimate the values for measures that were

reported only for Fixes that were sampled from the populations of Retrofit and Critical

Support Fixes.

For the measures that are sampled, I use standard statistical fonnulas to calculate the

estimated frequency of occurrence in the population and the precision with which that

estimated occurrence is calculated. I use the infonnation provided by Mr. Mandia in the

sampled data to estimate population totals and averages. The methods used for these

estimations are standard statistical techniques that are found in commonly used statistics

books and articles. These texts and articles discuss which methods to use tor different types

of data. For example, when estimating the total or average number of computers in a sample

of floors in a set of office buildings, a mean (average) estimator may be appropriate.

However, when estimating the proportion of movie patrons that liked a particular movie, a

different estimator tailored to a "yes" or "no" answer would be used. Similarly, in this

report, the specific statistical method used for each measure depends on the nature of the data

for in each measure. I use the mean per unit estimator for most measures (102, 114, 116,

119, 123, 124, 126, 139, 140 and 141), and the rmio estimator for two of the measures (131

and 132). For the measures that are the union or sum of other measures (117, 120, 128, 129,

and 134), I estimate the population total and its variance by taking into account the fact that

some of the underlying measures have been counted for the whole population. I describe this

method in detail below.

1. The step-by-step process I use to project the averages and totals from the observed

samples to the total population for measures 102, 114, 116, 119, 123, 124, 126, 139,

140 and 141 are described below. The related formulas for the mean estimator I use

for these measures are presented in Appendix J.

• The first piece of information needed to calculate the population total is the

average occurrence of the measure per observation in the sample (sample average).

Each occurrence in the sample is added and then divided by the total number of

observations in the sample.
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• The occurrence of the measure in the total population is estimated by multiplying

the sample average, calculated above, by the total number of observations in the

population.

• Next, the standard error of the sample is calculated by taking the difference of

each observation from the sample average, squaring it, adding up that squared

difference across all observations in the sample, dividing the resulting number by the

number of observations in the sample minus I, and taking the square root of the

result.

• The standard error of the sample mean is calculated by dividing the standard error

of the sample by the square root of the number of observations in the sample.

• The slallllan.1 enor fur t.he pupulation tutal is the number uf observatiuns in the

population multiplied by the standard error of the sample mean.

• The estimates of the population total, the population mean, and their respective

standard errors are scientifically valid estimates of the true values in the population

when the sample is generated randomly:w

Table 4 lists the measures for which I use the mean per unit estimator.

39 Paul S. Levy and Stanley Lemeshow, Sampling of Populations, Fourth Edition (New York:

Wiley & Sons, 2008), 55-58.
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TABLE 4: MEASURES ESrrMATED WITH MEAN PER UNIT ESTIMATOR

Measure

Total number of fixes for distinct versions, base.d on the versions

supponed by W TN for customers (SAS, Delivered Upda.les and

102 Fixes)

Total number of COBOL, SQR, SQC, OAT or DMS Associated Files

114 attached to SAS records (SAS)

Total number of environments used in development or testing of

fixes. as identified in development. test and other documentation

116 (SAS. Consultant Docs and Templates)

Total number of instances in which customers who did not receive a

119 First Deliverable received an Identified Deliverable (SAS)

Total number of instances in which customers received a First or

Identified Deliverable contaminated by use of a generic

environment, of some other customer's environment, or of an

123 environment built from another customer's software (Analysis)

Total number of instances in which customers received a First or

Identified Deliverable contaminated by development using the

124 source group model (Analysis)

Total number of Instances In Which customers received a First or

Identified Deliverable other than from an environment built solely

126 from their software and used solely for them (Analysis)

Total number of unique hashes for the set of COBOL, SQR or SQC

139 Associated Files in Identified Deliverables (SAS)

Total number of unique hashes for the set of OAT or OMS Associated

140 Files in Identified Deliverables (SAS)

Total number of unique hashes for the set of COBOL, SQR, SQC, OAT

or OMS Associated Files in Identified Oeliuerables (SAS)

141 (139+140)

2. Measures 117, 128, 129 are composed of the union of two or more measures, and

therefore I call them composite measures. A union may be defined as a sum with

overlapping duplicates removed. The total and variance for these measures are

estimated by taking into account the fact that I have full information on the

component measures taken from the analysis of the full population. I demonstrate by

example for measure 117, which is the union of measures 115 and 116. Measure 115

is counted for the entire population, but measure 116 is counted only in the sample.

Tn addition, some of the occurrences counted in 11 ~ are also counted in 11 ll. 1n this

sense there is an overlap in the count of occurrences in these measures, which Mr.

Mandia recorded. I calculate the amount of this overlap, designated as Overlap 115, 116,

for each observation in the sample by subtracting the sum of measures 115 and 116

from measure 117. Similar calculations can be performed for measures 128 and 129.

Table 5 lists these measures and I discuss the relevant relationships in AppendiX 1.
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TABLE 5: UNION MEASURES

Measure

Total number of environments used in development or testing of

(]xes (SAS. Delivered updates and Fixes. Consultant Docs and

Templates)

117 (Union 11$.116)

Total number of Instances in which customers received II

contaminated First or Identified Deliverable based on analysis of

objects and of development and testing docum..ntation

128 (Union 122,123,124,12S}
Total number of inStances In which cuStomers received a

contaminllted fb bllsed on ob]..ct and docum..ntatJon analysis, when!
cross-use of a customer-specific environment renders actJvlties on

behalf of the customers Infringing (Analysis)

129 (Union 122. 123, 124, 125, 126)

3. Measures 120 and 134 are each composed of two measures, and therefore I ca II them

composite measures. Measure 120 is composed of component measures 118 and 119.

Measure 134 is composed of component measures 114 and 133. For both measures

120 and 134, one component of the measure is recorded for the entire population and

the other component is reported for the sample. For measures 120 and 134, since one

of the components is measured for the full population, the only source of variance is

the component that is measured only in the sample. Therefore, for measure 120, the

only source of variance is measure 119, and for measure 134, the only source of

variance is measure 114. Table 6 lists these measures and I present the related

formulas in Appendix 1.

TABLE 6: MEASURES THAT ARE SUMS OF OTHER MEASURES

Measure

Total number of Instances In which cu5tomers receIved a First

Deliverable or Identlfled Deliverable (DelIvered Updates and Fixes,

SAS)
120 (118+119)

Total number of copie~ of objects comprising ~irst or IdentiFied

Deliverables (including copies located in compressed files)

(Delivered Updates and Fixes, Data Warehouse, Environment

Backup, BakTrak, SAS)

134 (133+114)

4. For two measures, measures 131 and 132, I use a ratio estimator to estimate their

population means and population variances. The ratio estimator can be used to report
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population totals, means or ratios, such as in measures 131 and 132.40 Table 7 lists

these two measures and I discuss the related formulas in Appendix J_

TABLE 7: MEASURES ESTIMATED WITH THE RATIO ESTIMATOR

Measure

Percentage of instances in wnlen ClJstomers received a First or

Identified Deliverable wnere that First or Identified Deliverable 'vas

contaminated based on object and documentation analysis

(Analysis)

131 (128/120)
Percentage of instances in which customers received a First or

Identified Deliverable where that First or Identified Deliverable was

contaminated based on object or documentation analysis or on the

fact that the customer's environment was used to support other

customers (Analysis)

132 (129/120)

9} Results

In this section, I discuss the results of the population counts as well as the various

extrapolation methods described in the section above. The tables below are presented in

groups of measures that conceptually belong together. This grouping has been provided by

Mr. Mandia.

Tables 8A and 8B show the results for measures related to numbers of versions affected by

SAP TN's activities. Measure 101 is measured for the full population and therefore does not

have any reported standard deviation or confidence intervaL Measure 102 is measured only

for the samples for each type of Fix. Table 8A illustrates that based on this sample the 90%

confidence interval for the true value for the total number of Retrofit Fixes for distinct

versions ranges from 338 to 455. This means that in repeated samples the true value in the

population has a 90% chance offalling within the confidence intervals constructed in this

way from the sample.

40 The ratio estimator is often used for estimating ratios in the population. See William G.

Cochran, Sampling Techniques, Third Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1977) 30-31.
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TABLE SA: VERSION MEASURES FOR RETROFIT

RMraflt

Sample Size: 46
Population Size: 212
C<l nil denee Level: ~O%

Total Tobl Standard IAmage Ave:roil£c Standard
Lowe ... Up~r £"('0" of Lowe,.. Up~r Erl"or 0

Mea.lur-e Bound Toul Bound Total Bound Average Bound Average

Total number of fixes for distinct versions. a",ording to the

101 ~pllcat;on Release Ileld in: 5.AS, (SAS] lAS 1.16

TOlal numbe' of flxes fo' dis lin" versions. based on the versions

supported by SAP TN for cus'omers (SAS. Delivered Upda'es and

102 Fix.s) 33.8 396 455 36 159 1.B7 2.15 0.17

TABLE 88: VERSION MEASURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT

Crille;ol Support
Sample Size: ll8
Population SI,e: ~73
C<ln/idence Wove!: 90%

Total

TOUII

Tobl Standard AvcraCf: Avcr~ce Standard

Lower Upper Error of lower Uppe, Error 0

Me~:lure Bound Bound Total Bound Aver'ge Bound Average

Total number of fixes ;0' distinct versions, acc·ordlng to the

101 Appli<atlon Release field In SAS (SAS) 712 0.73
Total number of fixes for distinct ve~jons~ based on the: versions

supported by SAP TN for customers (SAS. Deliveted Updales and

102 Fixes) 4.869 5,213 5.556 209 5.00 5.36 5.71 0.11

Tables 9A and 9B show the results for measures that record information based on analysis of

hashes for COBOL, SQR, SQC, DAT or DMS files. Measures 104, 105, 106, 142, and 143

are measured for the full population and therefore their respective results do not need

confidence intervals because they are reported with full certainty. The results for measures

139, 140, and 141, on the other hand, are reported based on extrapolation from the samples

and therefore are presented with confidence intervals. Table 9A shows that there were 2,228

total numbers of hashes for COBOL, SQR, SQC, OAT or OMS Associated Files that were

modified for, or included in, First DeJiverables for the population of Retrofit Fixes. Table 9B

shows that there were 10,245 total number of hashes for COBOL, SQR, SQC, OAT or OMS

Associated Files that were modified for or included in First Oeliverables for the population of

Retrofit Fixes.
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TABLE 9A: HASH-RELATED MEASURES FOR RETROFIT

Retrofit
s.ample Size: 46

Population Slle: 2U
Conilden"" Leve I: 90%

Total Tot.:ll Sbnd~rd AV· ..:iIS" Avana£G StoInclmrcl

lower Upper Error of Lower Upper Error oi

Measure Baund Total Bound Total Bound Aver;Jge Bound Avera~e

TOte I number of hashes for COeOl, SQR. Or SOC Associated Files

that were mOdified for or included in First Deliverabl~ (Delivered

104 UlX!ales and Fixes) 1.746 8..24
Total number of hashes for OAT or OMS AsSOCiated Files that were

modified for Of included in Firsl Deliverables (Delivered Updales and

fixes)

105 (142 1 143) 462 2.27

Total number of hashes (or COBOL SQR. SQC. OAT, Or OMS

Associated FHes that were modified for or Included in First
Deliverables (DeliveTBd Updales and Fixes)

105 (104?105) Z,U"8 10.51

Total number of unique hashes for the set of COBOL, ,OR or SOC

139 As<ociated "Ies in Identified Deliverables 15AS) 430 903 1.377 288 2,03 4.26 6.49 1.36

Total number of unique hashes lor the set of OAT Or OMS Associated

140 FIles In Identified Deliverables (SAS) 22S "6 S68 104 1.06 1.87 2.68 0.49

Tot.a.l r\lImbQol' 01 unlqu~ hdiS.heoo; '01' the ~Qot of rOBOt. S.OQ. ~c. OAT

or DMS Ass.oclCited ril~s. in Iden1ilied Dellv~rable~ jSAS)

141 (139+1401 669 1,300 1,931 3&4 3 IS 6.13 9.11 1.81

Total number of hashes for OAT Associated File. that were modified

142 lor or Included in Flr<t Dellverables (Delivered Updales and Fixes) 224 1.06

Total number of hashes for OMS Associated Files that were modified

14.3 for or included in Fir<t Deliverable. (Delivered Updale< and Fixes) ll8 1.22

TABLE 98: HASH-RELATED MEASURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT

Crlt leaI Suppo rt

Sampl Q Sin: 238

Population Sln>: 971
Confidence Level: 90%

Tot~l Total Stand~rd Avor.illgo A""'CUiill£Q Stand~rd

L.ower Upper Error of lOWQr Upper Error 0

MQaturCl: Bound Total Bound Total Bound A"",~r.a£~ Bound Averae~

Total number of has~es for COBOL SOIl. or SOC Associated Flies

that were modified for or included in Fin>! Deliverables (Deliwred

104 Updates and Fixes) 3,904 4.01

Total number of hashes for DAT or DMS Associated Files that "vere

modified for or included in Flrsl Dellverables (Delivered Updates and

Fixes)

105 (14 2"143) 6,3041 6.52

Total number of has~es for COBOL. SOR. sac OAT, or OMS

Assoclaled Files lhat Wl.'re modified for or included in FIrsl
Dellverables (Delivered Updates and flx-es)

106 (104"10S) 10,245 10.53

Tatal number of unique ha<hes for lIle set of COBOL SQR or SOC

139 Assoclaled Files io Identified Dellverables (SAS) 14 37 ';9 14 0.01 0.04 0,06 o.ot
Total number of unique hashes for the set of OAT or OMS Associated

140 flies in Idenlified Deliverables· (SAS) 0 8 25 0.00 0.01 0.03

Total number of unique ha<~es for Ihe sel of COBOL, SOR. SOC OAT

or OMS Associated Files in Idenlified Deliverables (SAS)

141 (139'140) 20 4.5 70 15 0.02 0.05 0,07 0.D2

Total numbero! hashes (or OAT Associated Files that were modified

142 for or included in Flrsl Deliverables (Delivered Updates and Fixes) 3,618 3.72

Total number of hashes for OMS Associated flies lhal were modified

143 for or Included in Firsl Dellverables (Delivered Update. and Fixes) 1,723 UO

, TP!r IO~fond ~p~f~nd5 Of~ cofooloft-d 1J5if'lg 10,000 fr~rorfan5 Dt ftp~oUd Iompfin~ Tb~ rortfid~"'~ Il'lr~rval ~ diffCrJy ,ompuft.d T1J~f~tO~ tJ?~ rtor'Idord ~trO, l.s nor ro(J)j)/Jf~d_ Su~. i]~" & Fa

Tib51'J1'fJfJi, All Jnrmdudion fa t1I~ Boot!>trop, ,r:~apffi'f}(J & "eJI 199.5'- 168-1705
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Tables lOA and lOB show the results for measures that record information for Objects

impacted by SAP TN's activities. Many of these measures are counted for the full

population and therefore their results do not need confidence intervals because they are

reported with full certainty. Measure 134 is reported for the samples of Retrofit and Critical

Support Fixes and, as described in the preceding section, is a composite measure.

Additionally, the results presented in Tables lOA and lOB take into account the fact that

measure 13 3 (component measure for measure 134) is counted for the entire population of

Fixes.41 Table lOA shows that the estimated total number of copies of Objects comprising

First or Identified Deliverables (including copies located in compressed files) is 50,247 for

Retrofit Fixes. The 90% confidence interval ranges from 49,422 to 51,072. This means that

in repeated samples the true value in the population has a 90% chance of falling within the

confidence intervals constructed in this way from the sample. Similarly, Table lOB shows

that the estimated total number of copies of Objects comprising First or Identified

Deliverables (including copies located in compressed files) is 637,412 for Critical Support

Fixes. The 90% confidence interval ranges from 637,376 to 637,449. This means that in

repeated samples, the true value in the population has a 90% chance of falling within the

confidence intervals constructed in this way from the sample.

41 In Appendix 2, I present the results for these measures based on extrapolating them from the

sample. See Tables A.2 and A.3.
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TABLE lOA: OBJECT-RELATED MEASURES FOR RETROFIT

Retrofit

Sampl~ Slz~: '"
Population Size: 2ll
Confidence Lev~l: 90%

Total Total Standard IAverage Average Standard
lower Upper Erl"orof lower Upper Error 0

Mc:!,:uUN! ll-ound Total Bound Total Bound Aver3te Bound Avera£e

Total number of hashes for C080t.. SUR, SOC, OAT Or OMS

Associat~d FiI~ in any First D~nve:rab'e thai wer~ not in any

107 Subsequent Deliverable (Dellve",d Updales and Fixes) 517 2.44
Tota I numbe' of COBOL, SQA. SOC. OAT or 0 MS As soci al ed Fi Ie,

found in First Deliverable. for customers (Delivered Updates and

108 Fixes) 5,12B 24.19

TOtel number of C080l, SQR. SOc. OAT or OMS Associa'ed Files in

duplicate copies of each customer's Flm Oellvemble found on

109 Delivered Updates and Fixes (Delivered Updates and Fixes) ll,6Z8 59.57

Tot ... l ntlmhp( of rlilptir:-'ltp ct'lprp" nf lhp COROI. 'iO,R. SQl, nAT nr

OMS AssocIated Files, enumeraled In measure 107~ found In the

Data Warehouse (other than In environment backups) (Data

110 War~hou~e) 9,137 43.10

Total number of COBOt.. SOR, SOC. OAT or OMS Associated Files in

duplicate copies of each customer's Fim Deliverable, found in lite
Data Warehouse (other than In environment backup,) (Data

111 Warehou>e) 5,644 26.62

Total number of duplicat@<opieso/the LOBOl. SQ.R. SQ.C, OAT or

OMS Assodal@d rlles, enumerated in measure 107~ found in

112 environment b3Ckups (Environment 8ac.kups) 16,G41 75.67

Total number- of dupllca'[e c.opfes of the CODOL. $OR: gnd SQC

As_oelated Flies recorde<l by a Baktrak enlly "'here the associated

113 backup Is nol present In the Dala Warenouse IBakTrak) 38 0.18

TOlal number of COBOL 5OR. SOc. OAT Of OMS Assc>ciated FII@<

114 allached to S~ ,eCOId, (~I 806 1,631 2.456 502 3.80 7.70 ll.59 2.37

TOlal number of copies of obiects compri_in"" First Deliverables
(including copies located in ,ompressed file.) (Delivered Updates
and Fixes, Dala Warehouse. Environmenl 8ackup, BakTrak)

lH (108+109+110+111~112+113) 48,616 229.32
TOlal number of copies of objects compri,lng First Or Identified

Deliverable, (Including cople, located In compressed Illes)"
(Oehvl?red Updates and f-~)(es. Uat.a Warehouse. l:nvlronment

Backup. BakTrak. ~)

13<1 (133+11<11 <19,422 50,247 51.072 502 233.12 237.02 240.91 2,31
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TABLE lOB: OBJECT-RELATED MEASURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT

Crltl••1Support
sample SI.e: 238
Population sUe: 973
Conflden... Level: 9Cl%

Total Total Standard Average Average Standard
lower Upper Erroro! lower Upper El"roro

M~at ... rl:! Bound Total Bound Total Bound AlJeraae Bound .4veraee

TOlal number of hashes for COBOL, SQR, or SQC Associated Files

th al were mod ified for or included in ,irsl Oel iverables (Del ivered

107 Updates and fixes) 9.433 9.69
lotal numb<!r of COllOl, SQ~. SU(;, OAI or OMS Associaled flies

found in first DeHverdb!es for cuslomers (Delivered Updates and

103 ,"xes) S4,548 5&.06

To'al number of COBOL, SOR, SOc. OAT or DMS Associa,e<! Files in
duplicate oopie~ o( ~aLh cu~tomer$ 1=1rst Deliverable found on

109 Delivered Updates and Fixes (Delivered Update. and Fixesl 69,9~ 71-93

To'al number of duplica'e copies of 'he COBOL, SQR, SOc. OAT or
nMC\ A,<.ndA1prl ~ap". pnlJmpr;atpri in mp;a<.lJrp t 07. 'nlll'1rl in thp

Data Warehous.e (other tnan in environment backups) (Dala

110 Warehouse) 149.655 153.81

To,al number of COBOL, SOR, SOc. OAT or DMS Assodated File. in

duplicate copies of each customer's Firs, Deliverable, found in the

Data WarehOUSe (olher than In environment backups) (Data
111 Wan>house) 71.785 7a.78

To,al numb~r of dupllc",~copl~s of lh~ COBOL SOR, SOc. OAT Or

OMS Associated tiles, enumerated in measure l07~ found in

112 environment backupS (Environment B3(kups) 274,3049 281.96

To,al number of dupll cate copl eS of lhe CO BeL SQll and SQC

Msc::t<IQlA:!d J=11~~ n;oord~d by d BEilktra.k entry where the liIss~i.a.ted

113 backup ;< not p""ent in the Oa,a Warehouse (BakT,ak) 17.024 17.50

To,al number of COBOL, SQR. SOC, OAT or DMS Associated FII~s

114 anached to $AS records (SAS) 29 65 102 22 0.03 0.07 0.10 0.02

Total numb~r of copi~ of objects comprising First Dellverables

(including copies located in compn>ssed files) (Delivered Updates
and Fixes, Data Warehou""'. Environment B3Ciwp, llakTrak)

133 (108+109-+110.111+112+115) 637,S47 655.03

Tot.<31 number of copies of objects compris.ing first or Identifu:~d

Deliver-abres (Including copies localed in compressed files.)·

(Delivered Updates. and Fixes. Data W.arehouse~Environment

8.dLkutJ, BdkTldk. SAS)

134 (133.114) 637,376 637,412 637A49 22 655.06 655.10 6SS.1A 0.02

Tables 11 A and 11 B present results for measures that record information for Environments

affected by the Fixes distributed by SAP TN. Measure 115 is reported for the full

population, and therefore its results are reported with full certainty and do not require

confidence intervals. Measure 117 is reported for the samples of Retrofit and Critical

Support Fixes and, as described in the preceding section, is a composite measure. The results
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presented in Tables 11A and lIB take into account the fact that measure 115 (component

measure for mea~;ure I 17) is counted for the entire population of Fixes42

TABLE IIA: ENVIRONMENT-RELATED MEASURES FOR RETROFIT

Retrofit
s..mple 51 ... : 46
Population Size: 2U
Confidenee Leve I: 90%

Total Tot.:ll Stiilnd2lrd Ave:riilge: Ave:roilgc ST.::IIndard

Lower Uppe' Error 01 Lower Upper Error 0

MealU,," Bound Total Bound Total Bound Average Bound Average

Total number of environments used in development or tes.ting of

fixes. as identified in OAT Associated Files in a First Deliverable

115 (Delivered Updales and fixes) 97 0.46

Total numbe' of envi'onments u".d In developmeM 0' Ie sling of
fixe.~. ~~ Id@~rlfI~d In d~~lopme.r'\t. l~t .:.nd Clth~( documeru3rlon

115 (SAS, CMsuhaot Docs Md Templales) 441 512 582 43 2,08 2.41 2.74 0.20
Total numbe, of environments used In developmenl 0' 1...lIng 01

fixes- (SAS, Delivered Updal'" and Fixes, Consultant Docs and

Templates)

117 (Union 115,116) 496 558 620 '!8 2,34 2.63 2.92 0.18

TABLE llB: ENVIRONMENT-RELATED MEASURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT

C.ltlt aI Sup po rt

s..l1\pl<> 5110' 238
Population 51 ... : 973
Confidente Level: 90%

Tet.:ll Total Standard A~r..£a AIJQraga Standard

lowe:r Upper Error of lowe:r Upper Error 0

M~aturl:! Bound Total Bound Total Bound A\t'eraee Bound Avetaee

Total number of environrn~nt.su~ed in d~lopmentorte:stlng of

fl..... as Identified in OAT Associ"ted ru... in a First Oelive.abl~
115 (Delivered Updates and Fixes) 2,412 2.48

Tot.sl numbe-r of environments used in development orte:sting of

fhtes. as identified in development, test end other documentatiof\

116 (SM, Con«,hant Docs and Templatesl 3,502 3,867 d.233 222 3.60 3.97 4.35 0.23
Total numoor o( environments us.ed in development or testing o(

fix.,;· (SAS. Delivered Updates and Fixes, Consultant Docs and

Templales)
117 (Un;on U5.i.16) 5,ll!7 't17? 6,537 219 5.9ll '.25 6.72 0.23

Tables 12A and 128 present results for measures that record the number of instances in

which customers received First or Identified Deliverables. Measures 118 and 121 are

reported for the full population. Therefore, results for measures 118 and 121 are reported

42 In AppendiX 2, I present the results for this measure based on extrapolating them from the

sample. See Tables A.2 and A.3.
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with full certainty and do not require confidence intervals. Measures 119 and 120 are

reported for the sample$ of Retrofit and Critical Support Fixes_ Mea$ure 119 is extrapolated

using a mean per unit estimator as described in the previous section. Measure 120 is a

composite measure because it is the sum of two measures. Additionally, one of its

components (118) is measured for the full population.

TABLE 12A: CUSTOMER-RELATED MEASURES FOR RETROFIT

R~trollt

Sampl~ Slu: 46
Population Size: 2U

Confidence Level: 90%

Total Total Standard IAverage Average Standard

lower Upp~r Error 01 I Lower Upper Error 01

MC:oiI.lura Bound Total Bound Tetal B<>und AVCl:riilgQ Bound AlJcH''QIlga

TOtal number of InStances in which CuStOmer> rece\~ a F,rst

118 Deliverable (Delivered Updates and Fixes) 907 4.28
Total number of it'\Slal"\ces In wklch cuslomers: wno dJd not receIve a

119 FIrsl De Iivera bl e received an Identl!i ed De live rable (SASI 353 604 854 152 1,67 US 4.03 0.72

Total number of iMtBnce:s in which t:uSIOm&"S r~ce:1~ 3 F'lrst

Deliverable Or Identified Deliverable' (Delivered Update. and Fix,,",,_

SAS)
120 (1IS'119) 1.260 1,511 1.761 152 5.94 7.13 8.31 o.n

Total ()umber of first DeHv~rablesc.ontalfling doc.umentallon

iH referencing fix IDs (Delivered Update. and Fixes) m 2.75

TABLE 12B: CUSTOMER-RELATED MEASURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT

Crltl.~1 Support
sample Size: 238
Popul:>tion 5i ... : 973
Confidence Level: 90%

Total

raj
Tot~1 Standard Averac:e Average Standard

Lower Upper Erroro! lower Upper Error 0

Measure aound Sound Total Bound Aweroge Bound Average

Totol number of Instances In which customers received a First

118 Deliverable (Delivered Updates and Fixes) 26,054 26.78
Tot.al numb~rof innanc.es in wkich CUnoml?rs who did not re-c~lve a

119 f1rst Deliverable received an Identi~ed Deliverable (<;AS) 5 16 28 7 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.01

TOlal numb~rof instances in which customers r~elved A First

Deliverable or Identified Deliverable' (Delivered Updates and Fixes.
SAS)

120 (llB~119) 26.059 26,070 26.oal 7 l6.78 26.79 26.91 0.01
Tot.<31 number of first Dellverab!es containing documer\lation

121 r@fe:nmc~ng fix IDs (Deliv@red Updates and r:h@s) 26,931 27.68

Tables 13A and 13B show some measures that address the issue of Contamination.

Measures 122 and 125 are counted for the full population, and therefore are reported with full
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certainty. Measures 123, 124, and 126 are recorded for the sample. They are reported with

90% confidence interval$.

TABLE 13A: CONTAMINATION-RELATED MEASURES FOR RETROFIT

Retrofit
S-ample Size: 46

Population Size: 212
Conildenee Le~e I: 90%

M~QJLJTt 1)4 WOj UfO ,/1 alJ 46 Ob~",D[loljsoflJ:~R~troficro""D1~f')(~,",,"10"1 makrf (n~ctJrculotJonof"nIJP~'bOlJlldl(Jrt/1ljmtojr.J~~~m"'~/1tA C'Ollj"'I'YOIH/'t' ~ro..,.,o~oJd1r r.Jo~"bou/]d.

UJlng forrr)[Jla~/rl),"dCH.jlcol $«)rfJfJ'lnO t/l~f'y. lj uro J7lr1t' a~ /urtil~'TCfin~mtf){j al/ailcb'~.roch os on ~aet b,fJl)mlM fe-rt u..al olJo-w la' tnt toJN,'atJl)ft 01 O'Jt (JfcboblJity of () j)b~rvlnQ 0 nl)n-Uro

W)lu~ I" /JI~ pjDLJlotlOrl SlJch 0 «JJrulOUon ""'Ol,~j ~Qt In~r~ {~O 4.8'76 MO"cr ()fO~"'ir)9 (I 'JO"-l~ro ~O'LJ~, wn{cn t'Jl:)J')jjot~ 10 'JO mor~ Inol') 1D /'JO"-Hro O«lJ"'~()CL! If} rtIt pOC",rOII()/'J

Total Total Standard Average Average Standard
lower Upper £rrorol LDwer Upper Error 0/

Mea.s.ure B<lund Total Bound Total Bound Average Bound Aile rage

Total number of I"'t.;n<~ In which customers recehl"d a First

Oell~erable contaminated thlough receipt of a OAT file not

122 specifically generated (or tnose customers (Analysis) 2.56 1.21

Total number of instances in which cU~lomers rl?c.e~veda F~rsl Of

lde:ntifi@d D@liv@rabh~ contaminated by u!i@of a gen@ric

environment., ot some other customer's@nvironme-nl.orof an

123 environment buih from another cus.tomer's sofnva~ (Anatysis) 993 1,150 1,707 217 4.69 6.37 8.05 1.02

Total number o( inSNnces in which cuslom",rs r('Ceivo:>d a ~irsl or

Identified Deli~erablecont.;minated by d"""lcpment using the

124 source group model" (Analysis) 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TOlal numb~(of 1r\!>t3nl"e!:: I~ which customers receiv.e<:l a. ~irs.t

Deliverable cotltamlrl3ted because another cuslomer receIved at

least one COBOL. SQR. SQC or DAT AssoclalM File w;th an Identical

125 hash value (Analysis~ 72.3 3.41
Total number of ir\Stances in which customers receIved a First or

Identified Deliverable other than from an environment built solely

126 from their software and used solely for them (Analysis) 1.028 1,387 1.746 218 4.85 6.54 8.24 1.03
,

TABLE 13B: CONTAMINATION-RELATED MEASURES FOR CRITICAL

SUPPORT

Crltie;ol Support
SamplE! Size: 23a

Population SI",: 971

Con/ldeno8 lavel: 90%

Total Total Standard Averaee AlJerale Standard

tower Upper Error of lower Upper Error of

Measure B<lund Total Bound Total Bound A~erage Bound Auerage

Total number·of instances in which customers recelved a first

Deliv~rable contaminated Ihrough r&eipl of a OAT me not

122 specillcally generated (or those customers (Analysis) 19,899 20M;

lot.al number of instances in wkich customers rec.eived a Rrst or

IdentiHee Deliverable Lontaminated by use of .3 generic

environment, of some other customer's environment, or of an

123 environment buill from another customer's software (AnalySIS) 21.B4 ;1:3,552 15.871 1.410 21.82 24.21. 16.59 1.45

Total num~rofin~tanc~ In which c:ustom~rsr~c~l~ a First Or

Identified Deliverable contaminated by development using the

124 source group model (Anaiysis) 30 119 608 176 0.03 o.~ 0.62 0.18
Toull number of instances in which customers received a first

Oellvercibre contaminated be<:ause anotl'\er c.ustom~( rec@iv2dat

least one COBOL 5QR. sac or DAT AssoCiated rile: wtth an identkal

125 hash ~.Iue (Analysis) 23,429 24.08
Total numberollnsNnoes in which customers received a First or

Idenlilied Deli~erableother than from an environment built solely

126 (rom their scmvare and used solely for them (Analysis) 22.262 24,660 27,059 1.458 22.88 2B4 27.81 1.50
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Tables 14A and 14B show additional measures that address the issue of Contamination.

Mea~;ures 127 and 130 are all recorded for the full population, and therefore are reported with

full certainty. Measures 128 and 129 are composite measures, as defined in the preceding

section. Measures 130 and 131 are reported for the sample. Measures 128, 129, 131 and 132

are reported with a 90% confidence interval. Measure 131 shows that in instances in which

customers received a first deliverable Retrofit Fix, 83.92% of the First Deliverables were

contaminated based on Object analysis. This same measure for Ihe Crilical Support Fix

population is 99.12%.

TABLE 14A: CONTAMINATION-RELATED COMPOSITE AND RATIO
MEASTURES FOR RETROFIT

Rrlrofit
Sample 51",:~

Population Size: 2U
CO nil d e nee Leve I: '0"6

Toul Tot,1 St.and~rd IAVQrogQ AII~r~gQ 5t~nd~rd

lOW8r UppGr £rrorol I Lcwor UppRr Error 01

MC:03lourc Bound Total Bound Total Bound AVo.1::11s:e: Bound AIJQragG

Toto I num~r of j ,,~ta nee<;. In wk. ch cu-;.t.o mer=:; reec1vcd a

contaminated Fir<t Deliverable based on analysis 0/ dellveted

objects (Analysis)

127 (Union 122.125) 814 3.84

Total number of Insl,nces In which cu<l£lmer5 recel"ed a

contaminated First or Identified Deliverable based on analysIs of

obje-ets and of development. and testing doc.ument.ation·

128 (Union 122,123.124.125) 1.042 1,224 1,406 111 4.92 5.77 6.63 0.52

Total number of Instances In which customers recellied a

contaminated fix bo5~ on object and documentaTion analysis, when

CfOS~-1JS.e: of a customer-specific envIronment: renders ac.tivities OJ1

behalf of ,he cus.ome~ infringing· (Ari3lysi.s)

129 (Union 122, 123. 124. 125, 126) 1.057 1,279 1.502 13$ 4.98 6.G4 7.09 0.64

Percentage of instance.s in "vhlcn custome:~ received a F'i~t

Deliverable where that Fics,t Delive:r3bte was COnt3m~n3tedb3sed on

analysis of objec's found in Delivered Updales and fixes (Analysis)

130 (127/118) 89.75%

Percentage of instances in "vh1ch customers received a rirst or
IdQntiflQd DQHVQ~blowho~ tk,t j::j,.,.,t 01" (dQ'ntlflQd OQljvQI"~bIQ W;;lo,"

contaminated based on object end documentation analysis··

(Analysis)

131 (128/120) 72.98% 83.52% 94.87% 6.6$%
Percent3ge of Instances i.n whfch customers received 11 Fi(st Or

IdeMlOed Dellverabl<> ",he", lhol FIr<! or IdeMllied Deliverable was
contaminated ba~ed on object or do-cumentat.ion analysis or on the

fae[ that the customers. environment was used to suppon othl?r

customers'· (Analysis)

132 (129/120) 76.09% 87.19% 98.30% 6.75%

~ Tht:'S~ m""'~~~$ O~ ~portNJ by lohn; Into OCCOLInl th(Jl s.om~ oftl1~' r;omport~I1CSO~ rflown Irt th~ flJlJ pc.piJIOlJon,

; ~ f:',O~d Ort LI'J~ 'rIclU~j fOI !1'Je- f1um~J'tJrofond d~noml"ata' 1(llJ'i~ 1.J:Jmplf! Df.;tJ /')(~5. O~ rt(JOrud In rrJb'~ A .t III AD~nd'x:1 J ,,~~ II'OI'V~S Cry tJ3.d1 PO prcvld~ da:H.u: ~P'lamtl='s Df lh~ s/oridtJrd I.rTDJ3..

L!£I/Llt::SJfl r(Jbl~ l}A Ql1cJ 14A produ~ Q volu~ oJB1 D3";JP'~asU"111 ond g.;,69%Ja'~QsLJft!~)
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TABLE 14B: CONTAMINATION-RELATED COMPOSITE AND RATIO

MEASTURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT

Crltl••1Support

s"mple 51..: 23.8

Popul:rtlon 51 ... : 973

Confidence Level: 90%

Total Tot,,1 Standard Avcroil~o A..,f::r:I£G Standard

lower Upper Error of lower Upper Error of

Me-iuure: Bound Total Bound Total Bound AIJQril£Q Bound Avor..go

Total number of IMlance, In which customer< received a
r:nnt:.llminatM ~if'''d n",liv"niIhl", b:o,,orl t'lon Q,n:oty<:i<: nf n~lh,,,,... ,otl

objects (Analysis)

127 (Union 122.125) 24,417 25.~

Total number of instances in which customers received a

contaminated FI{St Of Idenlined Deliverable based on analysis of

objects and of development and te<lIng documentation"

12S (Union 122,123,124,125) 24,960 25,390 25.820 261 25,65 26.~ 26,54 0,27

Total number of Instan<es In which <u<tomers received a
contamlnaled fix based on object and documentation analysis, wilen

cross,..use of a ClJ'Storner~spGcific environment renders .aetivitie-s on

behalf of the cuslomers infringing' (Analysi<]

129 (Union 122. 123. 124, 125, 126) 24,876 2S,410 25.945 325 25,57 26.U 26.66 0.33

Percentage of instances in whkh <:ustorners (ec~i'w'ed d First

Dl!!Bvel'"ab'~ wnl!!r~ that First Oll!liv~...abl~ was contamlna~db.as~ on

analysis of obj""ts found in D@livered Updates and Fi<es (Analysis)

130 (127/118) 93.72%

Pert'entage of instances in which eustomers received a Firsl or

Identi/ied Deliverabl.. where that First Or Identified Deliverable was

c:ontarninat~ b3~~ On obj~c:t and dotumentation analys.i~·•..•

(Analysis)

131 (128/120) 98.65% 99.12% 99.52%
Percentage of instances in which custom@rs (@cei,,~ a Firsl or

Identified Deliverable where ,hal First Or Identified Deliverable was

'0ntamlnated ba sed on object or documentation analysl s or on lJ1 e
faclthal the: cUSlomer'~ environment was used to support other

cOslomefs .....·
.

(Anal\'5ls)

132 (129/120) 98.73% 99.19% 99.57%

~ Th~ ~IJrr-slJ~~~ by (o~nQ 1M" ocrOIJI1C thai .s.am", oj c1l~( comp"l1r"~a~ knOWl'lln c1lr /vII potJ 1.1 1000/1

~ ~ Bo'fi.td O"J r+'I~ lIolu~jN cnt' nLJ!TI~rorol'ol1d d~nomll')(J~ 11'1 M~ i.DI'11JJJ~ 01 liBfi~ 01 (~PO'f~d ,n TDbJ~ A ]; In A(JO't'l1dJ~ t T1?~~ ."olu~ O(~ u~~d CO (Jll>Yldt c)OllJC ~JO'(Jmtr1 of rn~ HlJndord ~1'1Of"j

L!arlJ~Jn raDI~~ 12Bonrj 14B P(~/,J(l!lJ voliJr o19} 3~fo("'~~()~13J ()"d9},J~fo(",~kJ~ 132

• rh~ IDW"(JndfJp~,bcwncJsD(f"l:Ok:.JJlJ~d u,$,inrJ lD,DOO/~rctians D!~al~dSQmplln~ T11~ conftd~fJ~ (ntnvcljsd"utlycompu~ Th~(4o(~ th~stDndlJrd ~rrorJS notcompu,~_ 5~ lJ Efron 8. RJ

Tibshi((J()/. All J'Hrc(JIJ(f)OI1 fa tilr Bc.oc:suao. (ChD{)MO" & Holl_19~'.168-J.l6

Tables l5A and 15B present results for measures that address Object Contamination. All

these measures are counted for the entire population of Fixes. Measure 138 demonstrates

that 87.66% of hashes that were associated with a First Deliverable were contaminated in the

Retrofit Fix population. This same measure for the Critical Support Fix population is

67.96%.
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TABLE 15A: CONTAMINATION-RELATED MEASURES FOR RETROFIT
BASED ON OBJECT ANALYSIS

Rotroflt

Population Size: 2U

Measure Total Average

TOlal number of unique hashes for the set of COBOL SQR. SQC. or
OAT Associated riles in any First Deliverable contaminated because

they ,~~ delivered to more !.han one customer (Delivered Upda~.

135 and Flxes··Analysis) 1,&28 7.&11

TOlal number of unique hashes for the set of OAT Associated files in
any First Deliverable conl3minated be-cause they were created u.s-ing

a generic environment or created whh One cus(omer"s environment

136 but delivered lo another cu.tomer IDe livered Updates and Fix...) 200 0.94
TOlal number of c<Jntaminated. unique hashes for the set of COBOL,

SQR. SQC or OAT Assoclaled Files in any First Deliverable (De]lvered
Updates and Fi.es-Analysis)

137 (U nion 135,136) 1,n7 8.15
l""efl:entbge of h",~"e~ fo,. th~ .!et of COBOL, SQn, SQC Of OAT

Associated File.s. in any First Deliverable tha~ are contaminated

based on object analysis (Delivered Updates and Fixes--Analysis)
138 (137/(104~142)) 87.66%

Petcentage of hashes for the set of OAT Associated Files in any First

Dellve<able contaminated bec.ause they were created usinR a
g~neric e.nviroflment or c.re:ated with one customer's environment

bUI delioered 10 another customer IDelivered Updates and Flxes-
Analysis)

144 (136/142) 89.29%

TABLE 15B: CONTAMINATJON-RELATED MEASURES FOR CRITICAL
SUPPORT BASED ON OBJECT ANALYSIS

Crit ieal Su p po rt

Population Size: 973

Me.,5ure Tot.1 AlJer;age

Total numberol unique hashes for .he set of COBOL. SQR, SQC. Or

OAT Assoclato>d Files In any FIrst Deliverable contaminated b~u.e
they were delivered 10 more than one cu5tOmer (Delivered Updates

135 and fixes-Analy<ls} 4,073 4.19

Total number of unique hashes for the set of OAT Associated File. In
any rirsl Deliverable cOfllaminated because they were created using

a generic envlronment or created with one customer's environment

136 but delivered to another customer (Delivered Updale. and Fix"s) 2.,988 ~.O7

Total number of Centaminalo>d, unique hashes fer the set of COBOL.

SQR. SOC or OAT Assoclaled Flies In any First Deliverable (Delivered
Updates and Fixes··Ar1alysis)

nJ (Union 135,Bb) ~,1l2 ~.n

Percentage 0/ hashes for the sel 0/ COBOL. SQR, SOC or OAT

Associaled Files in any First Deliverable Ihal are conlamlnaled
bDsed on object analysis (Delivered Updates and fixes-Analysl.)

138 (137/(104~142n 67.96%
~e"centa.ge of heshes for the set of DAT ASSOCiated riles .n any r1rst

Deliverable contamlna~d becau", they were "ea~d using a

generic envi roOme Ot or created witn one c.ustom erl s envi ronme nt

but delivered to another customer (Delivered Up dales and Fi.es··
Analysis}

144 (136/142) 8:2.59%
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10) Conclusion

In this report, I have applied standard statistical theory to the question at hand. I have discussed

the reasons that sampling is appropriate in this particular setting. I have presented my results

above. These results are based on standard statistical formulas that are used in sampling

situations.

November 16, 2009
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Appendix I - Technical Appendix

Table A.I lists the variable names and definitions that are used in the calculations.

TABLE A.I: VARIABLE DEFINITIONS

Variable

Name

N
11

fpc

5'
Y

Var

Cov

Variable Description

Population Size

Sample Size

Finite Population Correaion

Measure of Interest (information collected for each measure) for fix i;

The numerator for Ratio Measures.

Sample Mean

Estimated Population Total

Standard Error or sample

Standard Error of Population M~n

Standard Error of Population TOlal

Sample Mean for Denominator for Ratio Measures

Estimated Population Ratio

Sample Variance of Numerator of Ralio Measures

Sample Variance of Denominator of Ratio Measures

Sample Covariance of Numerator and Denominator for Ratio Measures

Vanance
Covariance

a. Mean Per Unit Estimator - Related Formulas

I use the following equations to calculate the various results for measures 102, 114, 116,

119,123,124,126,139,140 and 141:

I) Sample Mean: 51 = 2:. ~r-l Yin -

2) Estimated Population Total: Y = Ny

3) Standard Error of the Sample: Sy = J~i(Yi - y)2 I(n - 1)

4) Standard Error of the Sample Mean: Sy = 1JN~n

Note that if the percentage of observations in the sample is more than 10% of

the number of observations in the population, then a finite population
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correction (fPc) is used to adjust the standard error of the population mean.4
]

The fpc is given by J(N - n)jN.

5) Standard Error of the Population Total: Sy = Nsy .

b. Union Measures - Related Formulas

Measures 117, 128 and 129 are the unions of two or more measures where there may be

some overlap in the occurrences counted in each measure. The calculated population

totals and variance of these types of measures take into account this overlap.

For measure 117, the following relationships are applicable:

1) Y117 = Y11S + }1116 - Y11Sfl116 , where Y117 is the estimated population total

for measure 117, Y115 is the fully measured population total for measure 115,

}'116 is the estimated population total for measure 116 and YllSfl116 is the

estimated population total for the overlap between measures 115 and 116.

Y115fl116 for each fix in the sample is calculated as Y11S + Y116 - Y117 .

2) Because measure 115 is fully measured, it introduces no variance into

measure 117. Therefore, Var(Yl17 ) = VarU'116) + Var(911Sfl116)-

2COV(Y116) Y115fl116)'

3) Similariy, results can be derived for measures 128 and 129.

c. Sum of Two Measures - Related Formulas

1) 9120 = Y118 + 9119 , where 9120 is the estimated population total for measure

120, Y118 is the fully measured population IOtal for measure 118,9119 is the

estimated population total for measure 119.

43 William G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques, Third Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons, J977),

25.
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2) Because measure 118 is fully measured, it introduces no variance into

measure 120. Therefore, VarU'120) = Var(YU9)

3) Similarly, results can be derived for measure 134.

d. Ratio Estimator - Related Formulas

If the numerator is y and the denominator is x, then the ratio, R, is estimated as the ratio

of the sample means: R = YIx. Unlike the mean per unit estimator, the ratio estimator

may be biased but the bias is considered negligible in most cases.44 The upper bound of

this bias can be estimated.45 Furthermore, because a ratio estimator is the ratio of two

random variables, the variance of this estimator is not well defined. However, it can be

derived using the Delta Method.46

In the sample, values for the numeratOr and denominator were reponed for measures 131

and 132. I calculate the ratio estimate, R, by first calculating the sample mean of the

numerator as shown in Step 1 below. I then calculate the sample mean of the

denominator as shown in Step 2 below. Step 3 illustrates the calculation for the ratio

estimate, R, as the ratio of these two sample means. Finally, Step 4 shows the

approximation for the standard error of R.

1) Sample Mean of Numerator: y =..: Ir-1Yin -

2) Sample Mean of Denominator: x = ..:Ir=l Xi
n

44 William G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques, Third Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1977),

153. Pa III S. Levy and Stanley Lemeshow, Samplinl! of Populations, Fourth Edi tion (New York:
Wiley & Sons, 200l~), I C) 1.

45 William G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques, Third Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1977),
162.

46 George Casella and Roger L. Berger, Statistical Inference, Second Edition (California: The

Wodsworth Group/Duxbury, 2002), 243-245. William G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques, Third
Edition (New York: Wiley & Sons, 1977),155. John A. Rice, Mathematical Statistics and Data

Analysis, Third Edi tion (California: Brooks/Cole, 2007), 165-166.
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3) Estimate of tile Population Ratio: R = YIx

4) Var(R) = ~ (N-n) [s~ + R2s; - 2Rsyx ]
nx N

e. Estimates for Lower and Upper Bounds Based on Repeated Sampling

For three measures for the Critical Support sample, I use repeated sampling to estimate the

upper and lower bounds because these estimates are close to the boundaries. For measure

140 for the Critical Support, of the 238 observations in the sample, 237 have a value of zero

and one has a value of 2. The formula for the confidence interval based on the normal

approximation would yield a lower bound ofless than zero. The point estimate for measure

131, which is the ratio of measure 128 to measure 120, is very close to 100%. For measure

132, which is the ratio of measure 129 to measure 120, the standard formula for the

confidence interval would yield an upper bound of greater than 100%. To address these

issues that can oecur at the boundaries (i.e. close to °in the case of a count variable such as

measure 140 or beyond °or 1 for a proportion measure such as measure 132), I sample

repeatedly from the data to estimate the upper and lower bounds. This method involves

drawing repeatedly and with replacement from the sample to calculate a statistic of interest in

each of the samples. The resulting distribution of values of that statistic allows the

estimation of the upper and lower bounds. My methodology involves 10,000 repeated draws

from the sample for each of these measures.47

47 See B. Efron & RJ. Tibshirani, An Introduction to the Bootstrap, (Florida: Chapman &

Hall/CRC, 1993), 168-176.
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Appendix 2 - Additional Figures and Tables

A. Distrihution of Statu~ of Fixes: Measure 103

The figure below shows the distribution of the status of Fixes in the populations and the samples

of Retrofit and Critical Support Fixes.

FIGURE I: DISTRIBUTION OF STATUS OF FIXES
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B. Composite Measures - Additional Tables

The results for measures 117, 120, 128, 129 and 134 are also reported in Section 8 of this report.

These are composite measures because they are either the sum or the union of two or more

measures. ]n Section 8, I report the results for these measures taking into account the fact that

infonnation was collected for one of the component measures for the entire population. The usc

of a full count of the entire population for one component eliminates the variance of that

component in the composite measure. For the sake of completeness, however, in this appendix I

present the results for these measures based on the samples.
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TABLE A.2: COMPOSITE MEASURES FOR RETROFIT

Rl>troftt

Sample Slu: 46

Population Size: 212

Confidenu LeV'Cl: 90%

ToUl Total Stand.rd Avcrilce Average. Standard

Lower Upper Error of lower Upper Error 0

MGOwl'Ct· EXTRAPOLATED FROM SAMPL.£ Bound Tobl Bound Tobl Bound Avarag& Bound Aver2lB:C1:

Total number of environments used In d"""lopment Or testing of

r.."" (SAS, Delivered Updates and Fl.~, CoMultant Docs and

Templares)

117 (Union 115,1.16) d87 571 656 51 2.30 2.70 3.09 0.24

Toral number of instances in which customers received a First

Deliverable or Idenllfled Deliverable (Delivered Updates and Fi.es.

SAS)

120 (118.119) L318 1.691 2.0&4 227 6.22 7.98 9.74 1.07

Total number of instances In which Redpi@nl$ re:ceive-d a

~ontamlnated First Or Identified Deliverable based on object and
documentation analysis (Analysis)

128 (Union 122,1'23,124,125) 1.063 1,419 l,nG 217 5.02 6.70 lUI} 1.02

Total number of Instances. jr\ \.vhkl'\ customers re-ceived a
c.ontaminate.d (i)( base.d 01"\ object end docume.ntalion analysj~. whet'\

cross-use of a customer-spec:1(ic: environment renders activities on
behall 01 Ihe customers lnlringing (Analysis)

129 (Unloo 122. 123, 124, 12'j, 126) 1.113 1,475 1,836 220 5.25 6.96 8,66 1.04

Total number 01 copies of objects comprISing Flrsl or IdenllfJed

Delillerables (including ~opies loc.aled In compressed

mes)(Delivered Updates and Hl<e.s, Data Warehouse, Environmenl

B~cJ<"p. Bo kTr3k.. SAS)

134 (133H14) 15,535 34.50'j 53.476 11,533 73.28 162.76 252.25 54.40

TABLE A.3: COMPOSITE MEASURES FOR CRITICAL SUPPORT

CrItical Support

Sample Slu; Z18

Population Slu: 973

Con fide nce Level: 90%

Tot~1 To\>1 Shnd.rd Avcrll,e: Aver.Ji~o Stand.rd

Lower Estimated Upper ErrQr of lo~r Upper ErrQr Q

Measure - EXTRAPOLATED FROM SAMPLE 80und Tot.l Bound Toul Bound Avor.l£o Bound A\lo.riilgG

Total h~mber of,ehlrln;lnment< used in developm"nl or testIng of

fixes (SA5. Delivered Updates and Fixes, Consultanl DoCS and

Templales)
117 (Union 115.116J 5.576 6.034 6,493 279 5.73 6.20 6.67 0.29

Total number' of Ins lances in wklch customer's received a i=lfSl

Deliverable or Idenlif'ed Deliverable (Delivered Updates and F"es,

SAS)

120 (1l1V1I9) 26.932 29,345 31,758 1.467 27.68 30,16 32.&4 1.51
Tout numbQr of Ins:l.ncQ.~ In whleh RQdplQ-rus: f'QC:Q.iuM.:I

contaminated First or Idenlified Detlverable based on object and

documentation analysis (Analysis)

128 (Union 122,123.124,125) 26.675 29,0&8 31,500 1,467 27.42 29.89 32.37 1.51

Total r'lumber or Insr30<:es in whlch cus(omers received a

con13mlnated fl. based on object and doCUmen13llon analysis, when
c.rOSi-u~e of a <:ustomer-specHk enlo'1ronment renderi 3C1iviHes on

behalf 01 the cust<>mer< Infringing (AnalySis)

129 (Union 122, In. 124. 12S, 126) 26.696 29.100 31.521 1,467 27,44 29.92 32.M 1.51
Total number 0/ ""pies "f objects ,omprislllg FIrst or Identi/led

Deliver3bles (Induding copies located in compressed

flles)(Delivel'ed Upd9tes .:.nd n.esl "Data Wa~houseJ EnvIronment

Backup. BakTralc. SAS)

U4 (133~114) 599,.829 663,978 728,128 39,000 016.47 682.40 7<Ul.33 40.08
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Appendix 3 - Curriculum Vitae

ADVANCED ANALYTICAL
CONSULTING GROUP

DANIEL S. LEVY

EDUCATION

Ph.D., Economics, The University of Chicago

ECONOMIST

A.B., Economics, The University of Chicago (With Special Honors in Economics)

Daniel S. Levy specializes in applications of economics and statistics in the study of corporate
stmctures related to industrial organization/antitrust, damages issues, and corporate performance.

He has studied economic, statistical and computing issues in a number of industries, including

airlines, environment, oil and gasoline, healthcare, labor markets, pharmaceuticals,
telecommunications, and high technology markets among others. His work includes detailed

analyses and valuations of corporate functions, risks, and assets for international corporations for

use in business decision and litigation. He has testified in State and Federal court and for
Government Agencies.

Antitrust and Industrial Organization: For antitrust matters, Dr. Levy has studied the ability of

collusive agreements to increase prices and has investigated the extent to which primaty

customers can pass along price increases to secondary customers. In addition, his work has

focused on basic chemicals and commodities. He has studied international and national market

prices for commodities such as citric acid, nickel, vitamins oil and gasoline.

Statistics and Sampling: He has also testified about sampling and statistical issues in Federal

Court, presented statistical issues to the Department of Justice, the Securities Exchange

Commission, other Government Agencies, and served as a court appointed Expert Arbitrator for
the United States Internal Revenue Service.

Dr. Levy has developed and implemented advanced analytical methods for quality control tests

for major corporations. For more than a decade, Dr. Levy led a team of economists and

statisticians in monthly testing of quality of service for multiple telecommunications companies.

He also has performed economic and statistical work in telecommunications, transportation,
manufacturing, financial ~ervice~, mining, oil and ga~, con~umer dllrahles, healthcare,

pharmaceuticals and medical devices industries. He has extensive experience in developing

statistical methods for practical business applications.
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Finance and Financial Services: Dr. Levy bas worked on a number uf cases invulving late

trading and rapid trading issues and Market Maker trading behavior brought against financial

institutions by the Securities and Exchange Commission and the New York Attorney GeneraL
He has perfoffi1ed a wide range of event studies for securities valuations for 1OB-5 disputes and

for general damages. He has estimated damages associated with late and rapid trading. He has
studied the appropriate use of interest rates for use in damages models. He has presented his
research in Federal Court, and before Government Agencies including DOJ, NY-OAG, FCC, and

SEC among others.

He is expert in numerous statistical and modeling applications, and has modeled complex

economic and social factors affecting, labor, demographic and market behavior.

Prior to founding Advanced Analytical Consulting Group, Dr. Levy was the National Market

Leader for Economic and Statistical Consulting for Deloitte Financial Advisory Services and nad
served as the Global Leader of Economic Consulting for Arthur Andersen. Prior to that he held

research and consulting positions at Charles River Associates, The RAND Corporation,

Needham-Harper Worldwide Advertising, SPSS Inc. and The University of Chicago

Computation Center.

EXPERT TESTIMONY/AFFIDAVITS

Drs Newco III, Inc v. Night Vision Equipment Company Holding, Inc, 2008, Expert
Report, Testimony, Damages in High Technology Market.

Invesco Institutional (N.A.) Inc v Deutsche Investment Management Americas, Inc,
2008, Expert Report, Damages ;n Financial Services Induslry.

Securities and Exchange Commission v. Kenneth D. Pasternak and Jonn P. Leighton,
2007,2008. Expert Report, Testimony, Securities Trading and Market Making Damages.

• Cytologix v. Ventana, 2002, 2007 Expert Report, Depositions, Testimony, Antitmsl in
High Technology Medical Market.

Rubin Squared Inc. v. Cambrex Corporation, 2006 Case No. 03-CIV. IOJ38(PAC) Expert
Report.
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Polaris Industries Inc. v. Commission of Revenue, 2005, Expert Report, Minnesota Tax
Court, Docket No. 7694-R

Before the New Mexico Department ofInsurance, 2004, Expert Report, Health Insurance
Merger.

Carolyn Fears, et al. v. Wilhelmina Model Agency, Inc., et aI., 2003, Expert Report and
Deposition, Antitrust Price-Fixing.

Shoshone and Arapaho Indian Tribes v. the United States of America, 2003, Expert
Report and Deposition, Statistical Sampling.

Pechiney Plastic Packaging Tne. v. Continental PET Technologies Inc. 2002, Expert
Report and Deposition, 2002, Slalis/ieal Sampling/PalentInfringement.

Before the Illinois Commerce Commission, 2001, Expert Report and Testimony,
Stalistfeal Methods.

IRS Expert Arbitrator, 2000, James Schilling Inc., v. Internal Revenue Service, expert
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